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Abstract

One of the most important physics objectives of the LHC is to discover the Higgs boson.

In the Standard Model and its extensions the Higgs boson is a fundamental particle which

is responsible for breaking the electroweak symmetry and causing the particles to become
massive. A discovery of the Higgs boson would greatly increase our understanding of the

origin of mass.

The CMS experiment is a general purpose detector optimized for the search of the Higgs
boson at the LHC over a mass range from 90 GeV to 1 TeV. This study concentrates on

the discovery potential of a supersymmetric (MSSM) Higgs boson in the CMS experiment

at the LHC in the decay channel HSUSY ! �� ! e� +X. If nature is supersymmetric,

Higgs decaying into tau leptons is potentially one of the most important channels for

making the discovery.

The expected MSSM (mA,tan�) parameter space coverage and SUSY e�ects in it are

probed for di�erent scalar top mixing scenarios. For this particular channel the SUSY

e�ects are found to be small. With high enough luminosity and combining di�erent decay

channels the whole (mA,tan�) parameter space is expected to be covered guaranteeing
the Higgs discovery if a fundamental Higgs boson exists with mass below the TeV energy

scale.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To present day, the mechanism with which the elementary particles get their masses, is not

known. However, the most studied candidate mechanism, the so-called Higgs mechanism,

works technically in an entirely satisfactory way. It predicts the existence of a new kind

of particle, the Higgs boson, but so far no such particle has been detected. Until that
happens the physics that underlies electroweak symmetry breaking and the mechanism

through which the elementary particles become massive remain uncertain. Therefore it

is crucial to test the Higgs sector experimentally, a task which has brought some hints of

the Higgs bosons only very recently, despite of the decades long search.

There are a number of strong theoretical reasons to suppose that the Standard Model (SM)

is, in fact, merely part of a much larger theoretical structure. Deep fundamental problems

associated with the SM suggest that we must ultimately look beyond it. These problems

can be solved naturally in a supersymmetric theory, if the scale of supersymmetry breaking
does not exceed O(1 TeV) [1]. If nature indeed is supersymmetric, there are at least three

neutral and one charged Higgs bosons waiting to be discovered instead of just one.

The ability to either discover or establish the nonexistence of Higgs bosons with masses
up to 1 TeV is the main goal of the next generation colliders, such as the Large Hadron

Collider, LHC. In addition to theoretical expectations, all experimental evidence so far

indicates that new physics and answers to some of the most profound questions in particle

physics, such as the electroweak symmetry breaking, lie in the energy region of the LHC.

A total of four experiments, ATLAS, CMS, LHC-B and ALICE are being constructed for
probing the physics at those energies.

The CMS experiment is designed to detect cleanly the diverse signatures from new physics

at the LHC by identifying and precisely measuring muons, electrons and photons over a

large energy range and at high luminosity. The most important physics objectives are
copious production of B mesons, search for the supersymmetric partners of quarks and

gluons, and most importantly the discovery of the Higgs boson [2]. Hopefully, the LHC

will be functioning as a real Higgs factory.

The physics potential of the LHC experiments has been studied extensively by simula-
tions. Programming packages such as GEANT are being used to describe the complicated

detector con�gurations, and experimental collaborations have spent considerable e�ort in

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

achieving as complete a modeling of the detector as possible. This is especially impor-

tant in order to optimize the detector design for investigation of the interesting physical

processes before investing time and money in constructing the apparatus [3]. This is the

fundamental motivation for simulation studies during the design and construction of the

multi billion Swiss franc CMS detector.

The aim of this work, done in collaboration with other people in the CMS experiment, is to

study one of the potentially most interesting channels HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X to discover

the supersymmetric (MSSM) Higgs bosons with the CMS detector. Several decay channels

are needed to cover all the possible theoretical scenarios with di�erent free - and as yet

unknown - parameters. The goal is to check that with the design of the CMS detector

the discovery of the Higgs boson is possible with high enough statistical signi�cance in

the full expected parameter space, provided the underlying theory is correct.

The excitement about the Higgs boson has grown since the �rst hints of its existence

observed at LEP in autumn 2000. Several events consistent with signal were observed in

excess to the expected background, and the LEP experiments were given an extra month

to increase the statistics. It is possible that these events are only due to a statistical

uctuation, but if Higgs production was indeed taking place, the CDF and D0 experiments

at Fermilab may have a chance to make the �nal breakthrough before the LHC. The

tantalizing hints of Higgs bosons were seen around 115 GeV [4], a perfect mass region
even for a supersymmetric Higgs boson.

We still do not know for sure if elementary Higgs boson indeed exists. However, it remains

by far the simplest and theoretically most easily treatable realization of the idea how

particles get their masses. The search for a Higgs boson is one of the most challenging
goals in physics of our time.



Chapter 2

The experimental setup

Figure 2.1: The LHC ring will be installed in the LEP tunnel at CERN (CERN Photo)

[5].

2.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron collider, LHC, is to be installed in the 27 km long LEP tunnel after

removing the existing accelerator. The LEP tunnel contains eight straight sections ap-
proximately 528 m long, available for experimental insertions and utilities. At the LHC

3



4 Chapter 2. The experimental setup

four of these will be in use (�g.2.2), two for high luminosity insertions at diametrically op-

posite straight sections point 1 (ATLAS) and point 5 (CMS). The other two experiments

are located at point 2 (ALICE heavy ions) and at point 8 (LHC-B b-physics).

Figure 2.2: Schematic layout of the LHC [6]. The CMS experiment will be located at

point 5 in Cessy, France.

The existing accelerator chain (Linac/Booster/PS/SPS) will be used for LHC as a preac-

celerator. The beam particles, protons, will be injected in the LHC ring at points 2 and 8.

Since only protons will be injected, the beams with opposite directions are equally charged
and two separate beam channels are needed with magnetic �elds equal in strength but

opposite in direction. This gives the LHC magnet a typical two-in-one structure. The two
beams cross each other at the four sections with experimental insertions, and both the

clockwise and the counter clockwise rotating beams travel paths in the ring with equal
length.

The design luminosity of the LHC is 1034cm�1s�1 with simultaneous collisions at the two

high-luminosity insertions. For the �rst three years of operation the machine will run at

low luminosity before it is expected to reach the nominal high luminosity. It is estimated

that the luminosity during the �rst year is 10% of the nominal luminosity and rises to

33% in the second year and to 67% in the third year. The integrated luminosity for the

�rst year will be 10 fb�1 and the nominal integrated luminosity 100 fb�1 per year.

The designed center of momentum collision energy of 14 TeV necessitates strong magnetic

�elds in the bending magnets. The �elds of 8.40 T in the main dipole magnets can

be reached only with superconducting coils operating at very low temperatures. When

possible, classical warm magnets are used instead of superconducting ones, like in the

transport line between the SPS and the LHC.

In addition to p-p operation, the LHC will be able to collide heavy nuclei up to lead ions

produced in the existing CERN accelerator complex, giving an energy of 1150 TeV in the

center of mass of Pb-Pb collisions (2.76 TeV/u). The peak luminosity is estimated to

reach more than 1027cm�2s�1 for these reactions [6].
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CM energy 14 TeV Luminosity 1034cm�2s�1

Bunch spacing 25 ns Circulating current/beam 0.54 A

Particles/bunch 1011 Stored beam energy 334 MJ

Bunch length 0.075 m Beam lifetime 22 h

Energy loss per turn 6.7 keV Luminosity lifetime 10 h

Total radiated power per beam 3.6 kW

Table 2.1: Main parameters of the LHC performance [6].

2.2 The CMS detector

The Compact Muon Solenoid experiment (CMS) is a general-purpose detector designed

to exploit the physics of proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV

over the full range of luminosities expected at the LHC. The CMS is designed to measure

the energy and momentum of photons, electrons, muons and other charged particles with

high precision, resulting in an excellent mass resolution for many new particles ranging
from the Higgs boson up to a possible heavy Z' in the multi-TeV mass range [7].

The design of the CMS detector is based on a compact superconducting solenoid coupled

Figure 2.3: Three-dimensional view of the CMS detector [2].
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with a muon detector system for optimized muon detection. A solenoid is the only prac-

tical way to generate a magnetic �eld of 4 T required for good momentum resolution of

high momentum muons. In addition to the good and redundant muon system the design

goals of the CMS are the best possible electromagnetic calorimeter and a high quality

central tracker [2].

The CMS detector has an overall length of 21.6 m, with a calorimeter coverage to pseudo-

rapidity j � j = 5, to a radius of 7.5 m, and with a total weight of about 12500 t. The CMS

inner tracking system is based on �ne-grained microstrip and pixel detectors, followed by

a calorimeter system consisting of a scintillating crystal calorimeter and of a sampling

hadron calorimeter, all inside the superconducting solenoid. Outside the coil a multilayer

muon detector system is interleaved with the ux return yoke. This allows another almost

independent measurement of the muon momentum, and it makes the muon identi�cation

very robust [2, 7].

Figure 2.4: A cut view of the CMS silicon tracker layout [8]. The pixel layers close to the

interaction point are not shown.

2.2.1 Tracker

The use of a 4 T magnetic �eld for momentum analysis has important implications for
the architecture of the tracker. The very high magnetic �eld a�ects the event topologies,

by con�ning low pT charged particles to small radius helical trajectories. Because of the

steeply falling pT spectrum, characteristic of minimum bias events, this results in a very
high track density which rapidly decreases with increasing radius. Close to the primary

interaction vertex a very high precision detection of secondary vertices can be provided by

pixel detectors, suitable for the high track density environment. The pixel detectors are
followed by cylindrical layers of silicon microstrip detectors, which, with a good cost to
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performance ratio, are the natural choice for the layers covering large surfaces. Both the

pixel and micro-strip detectors have a high spatial precision and time resolution combined

with adequate radiation hardness [2, 9, 10].

Figure 2.5: Perspective view of the CMS pixel system [9].

Pixel detector. The pixel detector of the CMS tracker consists of three barrel layers
and two end-cap disks, �g. 2.5. The pixel system should provide at least two hits per track

over the full acceptance of the CMS detector. The pixel layers are placed close to the beam

pipe in order to allow a high precision position measurement of the reaction vertices. Two

pixel hits close to the vertex will be crucial in track extrapolation and pattern recognition,
and they will allow an eÆcient secondary vertex and impact parameter tagging of long

lived objects like b-quarks.

The barrel pixel layers will be placed at 4.5 cm, 7 cm and 11.5 cm from the beam axis

and two end-cap disks will be placed on each end to complement the �-coverage. The

con�guration will be same for both the low and high luminosity environments. The

detector units in the pixel layers overlap slightly in barrel � and end-cap z directions, but

there is no overlap in barrel z. The distance between sensitive regions in the barrel will

be 1.5 mm representing a loss of 2.3 % per layer. The loss in coverage in the end-cap will

be at the 2% level.

In the position and impact parameter measurement both coordinates can be important.

Therefore a square pixel shape is chosen, although the resolution is not the only parameter

to de�ne the pixel shape. The pixel size is inuenced more by technical arguments, e.g. by

the Lorentz drift angle, and it is chosen to be 150�m�150�m. Due to the small pixel size,
the pixel detector occupancy will be very low, despite of the high radiation environment.

Since the pixel detectors will be placed very close to the beam pipe the radiation en-

vironment will be extremely hostile. In addition to the initial high particle ux from

the primary vertex, the magnetic �eld curves the trajectories of low pT particles back

to the pixel layers, and hence increases the occupancy. The high radiation level a�ects

the lifetime of the pixel detector, and it must be replaced at least once during the LHC

operation.
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The Silicon Strip Tracker. The Silicon Strip Tracker is based on micro-strip silicon

devices. The silicon tracker is designed to give a good momentum resolution for isolated

leptons in the central rapidity region, ability to track and reconstruct in detail b-jets

and B-hadrons within jets with high reconstruction eÆciency. In addition a fast response

of the silicon detectors will reduce pile-up e�ects, which cannot be avoided in the high

luminosity environment.

The Silicon Strip Tracker is composed of the inner and outer barrel parts, two end-cap

regions and two inner end-caps, as shown in �g. 2.4. The barrel region consists of 10

cylindrical layers and �ve mini-disks. The end-cap regions are each composed of nine

disks. In the barrel region �ve double sided and �ve single sided layers of the silicon

tracker provide precise points in space, which allow good eÆciency in linking the hits

between the pixel and silicon strip detectors. In the full tracking system a total of 12

precise hits is provided for each high pT track, and for single high pT tracks the track

reconstruction eÆciency is expected to reach 95%.

The ability to reconstruct the vertex of a hard collision and to distinguish it from the

additional vertices is essential in tagging b-jets in high pT events. A good vertexing

capability is also needed to provide precise measurement of the impact parameter over a

large range of momenta. To ful�ll these requirements the silicon tracker is designed to

have a single hit resolution of better than 20 �m in the transverse plane and a two track
resolution in the inner layers of better than 200 �m. In the z-direction the resolution of

the detectors is much worse due to the alignment of the strips.

In order to keep the occupancy below the per cent level, the silicon strip length is limited

to 11.9 cm for radii of � 55 cm. For the larger radii the strip length is increased to 18.9
cm. In order to compensate the increased noise the longer detectors will have thicker

sensors thus keeping the signal to noise ratio constant [11].

2.2.2 Electromagnetic calorimeter

The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is designed for a precise measurement of

electrons and photons as well as of the energy ow, jet energy and isolation measurements

and for an event selection at the trigger level. The electromagnetic calorimeter will be

located between the inner tracker and the hadron calorimeter, and it will be composed of
about 80000 PbWO4 crystals covering the rapidity range up to j � j< 3. High precision

energy measurement of photons and electrons will be carried out to j � j< 2.6. This limit

has been determined by considerations of the radiation dose and the amount of pile-up

energy and it matches the geometric acceptance of the inner tracking system.

The energy measurement in the electromagnetic calorimeter is based on scintillating crys-

tals. A crystal calorimeter o�ers a good performance for energy resolution since most of

the energy from electrons and photons is deposited within the homogeneous crystal vol-

ume of the calorimeter. Figure 2.6 summarizes the energy resolution. The pile-up energy

contribution is included in the noise term.

Figure 2.7 shows the energy reconstructed in a 3 � 3 array of crystals in a test beam

experiment of 280 GeV electrons. The resolution extrapolated from a �t to test points
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Figure 2.6: The expected energy resolution of the PbWO4 calorimeter [7].
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Figure 2.7: Energy reconstructed in 3� 3 crystals with 280 GeV electrons [7].

taken at lower energy gives �=E = 0.39%. The measured energy resolution is somewhat

worse than expected from this �t, but at this energy, synchrotron radiation e�ects in the

test beam line become signi�cant. The measured resolution of 0.45% is consistent with
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an additional contribution from the synchrotron radiation e�ect [7]. Thus the measured

resolution is well below the expected total energy resolution given in �g. 2.6.

The preshower detector. The preshower detector, placed in front of the crystals,

contains lead converters followed by detector planes of silicon strips. The main function

of the preshower detector is to provide �0 �  separation, which is needed especially in

the forward region. The barrel preshower detector provides a measurement of the photon

angle in the � direction.

The impact position of the electromagnetic shower is determined by the center-of-gravity
of the deposited energy and the accuracy is typically 300 �m at 50 GeV. Part of the energy

is absorbed in the lead converter, and the silicon is used to apply corrections to the energy

measurement in the crystal. The fraction of energy deposited in the preshower (typically

5% at 20 GeV) decreases with increasing incident energy. The end-cap preshower will be

present from the start of the experiment, but since the presence of the preshower detector

degrades the energy resolution of the crystal calorimeter, the barrel part of the preshower

detector will be built and installed only for the high-luminosity operation if additional
angular determination is necessary [7].

2.2.3 Hadron calorimeter

The combined CMS calorimeter system will measure quark, gluon and neutrino directions

and energies by measuring the energy and direction of particle jets and of the missing en-
ergy ow. The presence and magnitude of the missing transverse energy will form a crucial

signature for new particles and phenomena. The hadron calorimeter will also help in the
identi�cation of electrons, photons and muons in conjunction with the electromagnetic

calorimeter and the muon system.

Central hadron calorimeter. The central pseudorapidity range j � j< 3 is covered

by the barrel and end-cap calorimeter system consisting of the electromagnetic calorime-
ter followed by the hadron calorimeter. The central hadron calorimeter is a sampling

calorimeter, which consists of detectors inserted between copper absorber plates. The
active elements of the entire central hadron calorimeter are 4 mm thick plastic scintillator

tiles. In order to increase the structural strength, the inner and outer absorber plates

will be made of stainless steel. An outer calorimeter placed between the supercon-

ducting coil and the muon system is required in the barrel region to measure late shower

development and ensure of total shower energy containment in the calorimeter system.

A lateral granularity of �� ��� = 0:087 for j�j < 2.0 was chosen to match the electro-

magnetic calorimeter and the muon chamber cell size. This granularity is suÆcient for

good di-jet separation and for adequate mass resolution. The calorimeter readout has

a dynamic range from 5 MeV to 3 TeV to allow the observation of single muons in a

calorimeter tower for calibration and trigger redundancy purposes as well as to measure

the highest possible particle jet energies that might arise in the search for new phenomena.

Test beam studies of the full CMS calorimeter [14](including ECAL and HCAL) indicate
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that an energy resolution of �E=E = 122%=
p
E � 5:0% is achievable between 30 GeV

and 1 TeV. The energy resolution of the calorimeter becomes very important in the mass

reconstruction if it involves jets or missing transverse energy.

Forward calorimeter. To extend the hermeticity of the central hadron calorimeter

system to pseudorapidity �ve, CMS employs a separate forward calorimeter (HF) located

at a distance of 11 meters from the interaction point, as shown in side view of the CMS

detector in �gure 2.8. The forward calorimeter uses quartz �bers as the active medium,

embedded in a copper absorber matrix. It will be in a very high radiation and very high

rate environment. With the quartz �bers as an active element, the forward calorimeter is

predominantly sensitive to Cerenkov light from charged particles produced by showering

of the decay products of neutral pions.

There are two main objectives with the forward calorimeter. It will improve the measure-

ment of the missing transverse energy and enable identi�cation and reconstruction of very

forward jets. In some cases, these jets are the distinguishing characteristic of several im-

portant physics processes, in others, they are background signatures. With the addition of

the forward calorimeters, the increased coverage reduces the fake (instrumental) missing

transverse energy by an order of magnitude in the 20-120 GeV energy range compared to

Figure 2.8: Side view of a quadrant of the CMS detector showing the muon system and

the calorimeter geometry [16].
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that derived from the central calorimeters alone [15].

2.2.4 Muon system

The muon system uses three di�erent technologies to detect and measure the muons; drift

tubes in the barrel region, cathode strip chambers in the end-cap region, and resistive plate

chambers in both the barrel and the end-cap. All the muon chambers are aligned roughly

perpendicular to the muon trajectories and distributed to provide hermetic coverage over

the j�j range from 0 to 2.4. At the LHC energies, most events of interest will have one or

more muons at large rapidity making the muon end-caps equally important with respect

to the barrel part. The positions of the muon detectors are schematically shown in �gure

2.8.

The barrel muon detector is constructed of four stations forming concentric cylinders

around the beam line. The stations consist of drift chambers. The choice of a drift

chamber as the tracking detector for the barrel muon system was possible due to the
low expected rate and the relatively low intensity of the local magnetic �eld. The drift

chambers consist of three consecutive layers of thin drift tubes, staggered by half a tube,

and they have an excellent time-tagging capability. A time resolution of a few nanosec-

onds can be obtained, which in the case of LHC makes it possible to have eÆcient local
standalone bunch crossing identi�cation.

The end-cap region of CMS has four muon stations. The muon station closest to the

vertex has three rings of chambers at increasing radius while the other three stations are

composed of two rings of chambers. The stations are separated by iron disks of the ux

return yoke which are thick enough to absorb the electrons in showers. The innermost

chambers of the �rst disk have to operate in an axial �eld in excess of 3 tesla, while the

chambers in the second ring are in a highly non-uniform magnetic �eld up to 1 tesla. The

other chambers are generally in much lower magnetic �elds.

The end-cap muon stations are composed of cathode strip chambers, which are capable

of providing precise space and time information in the presence of a high magnetic �eld

and high particle rate. The chamber modules containing six layers provide robust pattern

recognition for the rejection of non-muon backgrounds and eÆcient matching of external

muon tracks to internal track segments.

CMS has added planes of resistive plate chambers in both the barrel and end-caps to pro-

vide an additional trigger. Resistive plate chambers are gaseous parallel-plate chambers

that combine a reasonable level of spatial resolution with excellent time resolution, com-

parable to that of the scintillators. In the muon system these chambers will cover roughly

the same area as the drift chambers and cathode strip chambers. They will provide faster

timing signal and have a di�erent sensitivity to background.

The resistive plate chambers are constructed of two parallel plates of material with a

high bulk resistivity, and a gap of gas between them. The plates are separated by a few

millimeters. The plates are coated with conductive graphite paint to form electrodes, and

readout is made by aluminum strips outside the plates insulated from the electrodes by

plastic material. In normal construction, two such assemblies are placed back to back,
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with the readout strips in the center [16].

Since the muon chambers have to operate inside a magnetic �eld, it is possible to measure

the muon momentum. The possibility for a standalone measurement of the momentum is

essential for the trigger and it is useful for the o�-line matching of the reconstructed muon

track to its image inside the inner tracker. However, placing muon chambers inside the

return yoke makes the track reconstruction more complicated due to an electromagnetic

background which is induced by muon bremsstrahlung in iron [17].

2.2.5 Trigger and Data Acquisition

For the nominal LHC design luminosity of 1034cm�2s�1, an average of 20 inelastic events

occur every 25 ns. This input rate of 109 interactions per second must be reduced by

a factor of at least 107 for o�-line analysis. CMS has chosen to reduce this rate in two

steps, the Level-1 trigger and the Higher Level Trigger. The Level-1 system is based on

custom electronics, while the Higher Level Trigger relies on software algorithms and on

commercial processors.

The trigger is the start of the physics selection process. A decision to retain an event
for further consideration has to be made every 25 ns. The time of 25 ns is certainly not

enough to recognize a trigger object and measure its transverse energy and momentum.
The CMS Level-1 trigger utilizes a pipeline processor technique, where trigger algorithms

are divided in steps. Each step is performed in 25 ns by a trigger processor unit. At the

end of each 25 ns period the result is sent to the next processor unit, and the data from

the new bunch crossing are taken. In this way the trigger decision is delivered at the end
of the chain every 25 ns, regardless of the length of the chain, and samples are selected

in real time.

The CMS Level-1 trigger is based on the identi�cation of muons, electrons, tau leptons,

jets and missing transverse energy. In order to provide a high eÆciency for the hard
scattering physics to be studied at the LHC, the trigger system is designed to be capable

of selecting leptons and jets over the pseudorapidity range j�j < 2:5 with a very high
eÆciency. For example the dilepton trigger is required to be fully eÆcient (> 95 %)

with thresholds of pT > 20 GeV and 15 GeV for the most energetic and the second most
energetic lepton, respectively. The Level-1 trigger rate is limited by the speed of the
detector electronics readout and the rate at which the data can be harvested by the data

acquisition system.

The higher level triggers, implemented as a processing farm designed to achieve a rejection

factor of 103, write up to 100 events/s to the mass storage. The processing farm performs
event selection in progressive stages by applying a series of higher level trigger �lters.

The initial Level-1 �ltering is expected to reduce the event rate by at least one order of
magnitude. This reduces the event rate low enough that much of the information which

were not available on the time scale of the level-1 trigger, can be used in the higher level
trigger. This information includes that from the tracker and the full granularity of the

calorimeters. Eventually the full event data is used for the decision to keep an event.

The uncertainties in the estimates of cross-sections at high energies and limited knowledge
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of branching ratios impose a large error on the estimated trigger rates [7, 17].

2.2.6 Performance

Track �nding. The average number of hits in the tracker from one beam crossing will

be several tens of thousands at high luminosity. In these conditions global track �nding

methods are developed to reduce combinatorics.

Track �nding eÆciencies have been estimated using qq ! qq + jet events generated
with PYTHIA at di�erent jet � and ET . The detector response was simulated using full

GEANT tracking. The results show that the eÆciency deteriorates rapidly for tracks with

pT below 2 GeV due to multiple scattering and energy loss. However, even in the most

diÆcult region where the cross-over from the barrel to the forward region takes place the

eÆciency is still above 90 %. The number of reconstructed ghost tracks is below 1 % for

isolated tracks and about 2 % for tracks in the hardest jets [9, 2].

Momentum resolution. The momentum resolution for charged particles in the tracker

has been estimated by performing a full GEANT simulation in the tracker. The momen-
tum resolution does not depend much on � up to � � 1:5 which corresponds to the

direction up to which the track sees the full bending power of the solenoid. In the entire
rapidity range j � j< 2.4 and momentum range up to p = 3.5 TeV the resolution is better

than 35 %, which guarantees that the charge of the particle is recognized correctly in 99%

Figure 2.9: Momentum resolution of single muons for pT from 1 GeV to 1 TeV as a

function of � [18] .
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of the cases. The momentum resolution is shown in �g. 2.9 as a function of pT for the

full rapidity range.

The momentum resolution of the muon system alone and of the muon system together

with the central tracker was studied using a full GEANT simulation of single muon tracks

at several values of pT and �. In the barrel region the muon system alone provides a fairly

constant resolution of better than 10 % for muons with pT below a few hundred GeV.

This is due to the high �eld and it is limited by multiple scattering to > 7%. Even at

j � j = 2 the stand-alone resolution is better than 30 % for pT < 1 TeV [2].

The electron energy and momentum resolution is a�ected by bremsstrahlung e�ects. The

material in the tracker may limit signi�cantly the possibility of the electron momentum

measurement by the tracker. The e�ect is more important at high � and low pT due to the

increased track length and curvature in the magnetic �eld. The loss can be partly recov-

ered using calorimeter information, and the eÆciency for the electron energy measurement

can be kept above 95% [12, 13].

Figure 2.10: Transverse and z impact parameter resolution as a function of � and pT .

Single muons with CMSIM 121 (all-silicon tracker [10, 11]), 8 hits, 2 pixel hits, each point

simulated with 500 events.

Impact parameter resolution. The impact parameter resolution is dominated by the

resolution of the tracker layers nearest to the beam. The impact parameter is de�ned

as the distance of the closest approach to the nominal vertex measured in the transverse

plane. The precision is determined by the pixel hit position resolution and a�ected by

multiple scattering in the innermost pixel layers. For high pT tracks the accuracy is

dominated by the precision of the measurement in the innermost pixel layer. When the
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track transverse momentum is smaller than 10 GeV, the resolution is limited mostly by

multiple scattering.

The transverse impact parameter resolution is shown as a function of rapidity in �g. 2.10

for the tracker layout with full silicon detector. The resolution is de�ned as the di�erence

of the reconstructed and generated impact parameter. The visible degradation of the

resolution at large pseudorapidity reects the increase of the material traversed by the

tracks [9].

Muon identi�cation. The amount of material in front of and inside of the muon

detector system is enough to absorb most hadronic background, thereby permitting a

clear identi�cation of muons. The average pT threshold for muons to reach at least two

barrel muon stations is 4 GeV, and the threshold to penetrate all the four forward stations

is between 2 to 3 GeV. The measurement of muons can be a�ected by muon-induced

electromagnetic radiation, and by backgrounds from hadronic punch through and �,K

decays.

The matching of the reconstructed muon with inner tracker candidate tracks provides

a correct association of the muon track in b-jets in more than 96% of the cases in the
full � range covered by the muon detector. However, this result has to be considered

conservative, since it was obtained with a reconstruction code not yet optimized, and
further developments in both pattern recognition of the stand-alone muon system and

matching algorithms with the inner tracker are foreseen [16].

Electron and photon identi�cation. A very good intrinsic energy resolution is po-
tentially possible for electrons and photons with a PbWO4 crystal calorimeter. The

degradation of the energy resolution and the loss in the reconstruction eÆciency result

from the material before the calorimeter. The loss in eÆciency for photon identi�cation is

due to unrecovered conversions in the tracker material, gaps in the calorimeter coverage

and isolation cuts to reject jets and neutral pions faking photons. The probability per

photon to convert into an electron positron pair and possibly a spray of bremsstrahlung

photons between them amounts to about 24 - 35 % in the full acceptance of the calorime-

ter. However, if the photon is converted in the active tracker volume so that a track can

be identi�ed, about 75% of them can be recovered. Approximately 4.6% of all photons

are discarded as unreconstructable in the barrel region, and 9.3% in the end-caps. A 5%

loss of photons is assumed due to isolation cuts. The overall single photon reconstruction

eÆciency of the electromagnetic calorimeter is estimated to be 74.5% [2, 7].

The electrons interacting with the material before calorimeters produce bremsstrahlung

radiation. The e�ect on the electron track is largest for low pT electrons since the curvature

of the track is high and the bremsstrahlung emission can alter it signi�cantly. The electron

identi�cation eÆciency is found to be 91% at 10 GeV in the barrel and 85% in the end-

caps for found tracks. The track �nding eÆciency is 88% for tracks in the barrel area and

81% in the end-caps. At higher pT only a small improvement in eÆciency is obtained.

Taking into account both the track �nding and electron identi�cation eÆciencies, the total

electron reconstruction eÆciency in the barrel region will be of the order of 70-80%. Since

the amount of material the particles have to penetrate increases with increasing rapidities,
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the reconstruction eÆciency for both electrons and photons drops as going towards larger

rapidities [19].

Missing transverse energy. The �nite pseudorapidity coverage of the detector and

energy leakage out of the calorimeters introduce a mismeasurement of the missing trans-

verse energy, Emiss
T . The supersymmetric Higgs searches require control of missing ET

at moderate values, in the 20 to 100 GeV range. In this energy range some background

comes also due to the mismeasurement of QCD jets [15]. The missing ET resolution ex-

pected from calorimeter energy resolutions depends on the total energy deposited in the

calorimeters. The average value of the resolution is of the order of 20 GeV for j�j < 5 at

low luminosity. For events with soft jets the leakage of energy is not very signi�cant.



Chapter 3

Higgs bosons in MSSM

3.1 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

It is commonly understood that the Standard Model (SM) [20], which has been very

successful in describing the interactions between elementary particles, is only an e�ective
theory valid to an energy scale of the order of 1 TeV. Beyond that one should �nd new

phenomena, which could be described by some as-yet-unknown more fundamental theory
in which the gauge coupling constants of strong and electroweak interactions seem to

unify in the range of 1016 - 1018 GeV. This raises the hierarchy problem [21] : why are

these two energy scales so enormously di�erent?

One of the strongest theoretical motivations for supersymmetry [22] is that it o�ers a
hope of solving the hierarchy problem. Quarks, leptons and gauge bosons are required by

the SU(3)� SU(2)� U(1) gauge symmetry to appear with zero mass in the Lagrangian

of the Standard Model, so that the physical masses of these particles are proportional to

the electroweak breaking scale. This scale is in turn proportional to the mass of the scalar
�elds responsible for the electroweak symmetry breakdown. Unlike the fermion and gauge

boson �elds the scalar �elds are not protected from acquiring large bare masses by any
symmetry of the Standard Model, and it is diÆcult to see why their masses, and hence

all other masses, are not in the neighborhood of 1016 or 1018 GeV.

It has been hoped that this hierarchy problem could be solved by embedding the Standard

Model (SM) in a supersymmetric theory. If the scalar �elds appear in supermultiplets
along with fermions in a chiral representation of some gauge group, then supersymmetry

would require vanishing bare masses for the scalars as well as for the fermions. All masses

of the Standard Model would then be tied to the energy scale at which supersymmetry
is broken. The supersymmetry, if it exists, is known to be broken since no superpartners

have been found with masses equal to the Standard Model particles. In fact none of the
new particles required by supersymmetry has been detected so far.

The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) [23] is the simplest possible ex-

tension of the Standard Model which includes supersymmetry. The model is minimal in

that it contains the smallest number of new particles and new interactions compatible

with phenomenology. It is based on the SM gauge group, with electroweak symmetry

18
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spontaneously broken via vacuum expectation values (vev) of two Higgs �elds that couple

to up and down type (weak isospin �1

2
) fermions.

In supersymmetric theories the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom can be combined

into new kind of �elds, super�elds. Two kinds of super�elds, chiral super�elds and vector

super�elds, are required to describe all SM particles. Chiral super�elds can describe

both the left- and right-handed components of a Standard Model fermion. This kind of

super�elds contain also the bosonic partners, the sfermions, and other spin-0 bosons like

Higgs bosons, and their spin-1
2
superpartners. To describe spin-1 bosons of the SM one

needs to introduce vector super�elds V.

Chiral super�eld Q̂ Û c D̂c L̂ Êc Ĥ1 Ĥ2

Particle content
(uL; dL)

(~uL; ~dL)
�uR; ~u

�
R

�dR; ~d
�
R

(�L; eL)

(~�L; ~eL)
�eR; ~e

�
R (H1; ~h1) (H2; ~h2)

Vector super�eld Ĝa Ŵ a B̂

Particle content G�; ~g W
�
a ; ~!i B�;~b

Table 3.1: First generation particle content of the MSSM [25]. The supersymmetric part-

ners of gauge and Higgs bosons (gauginos and higgsinos) mix forming physical particles

called charginos and neutralinos.

The supersymmetric Lagrangian can be constructed of super�elds. The action is written
schematically as [26]

S =

Z
d4x(

Z
d4�LD + (

Z
d2�LF + h:c:)) (3.1)

where LD and LF are Lagrangian densities of general vector and chiral super�elds. The

MSSM Lagrangian can then be written as (Appendix A)

L =

Z
d4��y

ie
2igTaWa+2ig0Y B�i + (

Z
d2�(

1

64
W a�W a

� +
1

32
B�B� +W (�i)) + h:c:); (3.2)

where �i are chiral super�elds of fermions and Higgs bosons (table 3.1), W (�i) superpo-

tential, Wa; B vector super�elds of the SU(2) and U(1) gauge bosons and W�a; B� their

kinetic terms. The most general SU(3)�SU(2)L�U(1)Y invariant superpotential which

conserves the lepton and baryon numbers can be written as [25, 27]

W = ���ijĤ i
1Ĥ

j
2 + �ij[�LĤ

i
1L̂

cjÊc + �DĤ
i
1Q̂

jD̂c + �UĤ
j
2Q̂

iÛ c] (3.3)

After expanding the Lagrangian in component �elds, the terms involving scalar �elds

(other than sfermions) are

L = (D�H
y
i )(D

�H i) + F �
i Fi + gDa(H

y
i T

a
ijHj) +

p
2igHy

i T
a
ij�

a
j �

p
2ig � iT

a
ij
��ajHj +

1

2
DaDa � ��ij[(H

1
i F

H1

j + FH2

i H2
j ) + h:c:] +

�ij[�L(H
1
i
~LcjF

Ec

+H1
i F

L
j
~Ec + FH1

i
~Lcj

~Ec �H1
i L

c
jE

c) +

�D(H
1
i
~Qc
jF

Dc

+H1
i F

Q
j
~Dc + FH1

i
~Qc
j
~Dc �H1

iQ
c
jD

c) +

�U(H
2
i
~Qc
jF

Uc

+H2
i F

Q
j
~U c + FH2

i
~Qc
j
~U c �H2

iQ
c
jU

c) + h:c:] (3.4)
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This Lagrangian describes the scalar potential, scalar interaction with other particles in-

cluding the usual Yukawa interactions and therefore the fermion masses after the Higgs

�elds acquire vacuum expectation values by spontaneous electroweak symmetry break-

down. A non-vanishing vacuum expectation value of the scalar component of H0
1 gives

mass to the down-type fermions while a non-vanishing expectation value of H0
2 gives mass

to the up-type fermions. Since supersymmetry does not allow the complex conjugates of

the H0
1 and H

0
2 to appear in the superpotential, a vacuum expectation value of the scalar

component of H0
2 cannot give mass to the down-type fermions, and vice versa, which is

why both H1 and H2 are needed to give masses to all the quarks and leptons. Like in the

Standard Model, the vacuum expectation values of these super�elds give masses to the

W� and Z0 vector bosons via the Higgs mechanism [28].

3.2 MSSM Higgs sector

3.2.1 The Higgs mechanism

In the MSSM the Higgs mechanism works in the same manner as in the Standard Model.

However, the simplest possibility to produce a spontaneous breakdown of SU(2) � U(1)

in MSSM is to suppose the existence of two SU(2) doublets of super�elds, the Higgs �elds

H1 =

�
H0

1

H�
1

�
H2 =

�
H+

2

H0
2

�
:

In addition that two �elds are needed to give masses to all fermions, one Higgs �eld is

not enough to cancel anomalies which arise from higgsino loops, so at least two Higgs
doublets are required for a realistic model.

In the MSSM the spontaneous electroweak symmetry breakdown is achieved by soft SUSY

breaking terms in the scalar potential. The mechanism for supersymmetry breaking is

not known and at the moment the usual approach is to assume that the MSSM, which

is a theory at the electroweak scale, is only an e�ective low energy theory. It is typically
assumed that the SUSY breaking occurs at a high energy scale, and perhaps results from

some complete theory encompassing gravity. The supersymmetry breaking is implemented
by including explicit "soft" mass terms for the scalar members of the chiral multiplets and

for gaugino members of the vector supermultiplets in the Lagrangian. Here "soft" means
that the introduction of these terms does not lead to the re-appearance of quadratically

divergent corrections to scalar masses [27]. The Higgs part of the complete set of soft

SUSY breaking terms [25] is given by the Lagrangian

Lsoft = �m2
1jH1j2 �m2

2jH2j2 +B��ij(H
i
1H

j
2 + h:c:): (3.5)

In vacuum the expectation values of the Higgs �elds correspond to the values of the �elds

at the minimum of the scalar potential. The scalar potential obtained from the unbroken

MSSM Lagrangian (eq. 3.4, Appendix A) is

V = F �
i Fi +

1

2
DaDa: (3.6)
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Both F and D are auxiliary scalar �elds with no kinetic terms, and they can be expressed

as a function of �elds �i. By using the equations of motion in the Lagrangian, one gets

FHi
= ��abH

y
ib + �ab(fermionfields) Da = �gAHy

i T
a
ijHj;

where gAT
a
ij = �1

2
g0Æij for U(1)Y and gAT

a
ij =

�aij
2
g for SU(2)L. The scalar potential is

then given by

V = j�j2(jH1j2 + jH2j2) +
g02

8
(jH1j2 � jH2j2)2 +

g2

8
(H i�

1 �
a
ijH

j
1 +H i�

2 �
a
ijH

j
2)

2: (3.7)

Using the SU(2) identity �aij�
a
kl = 2ÆilÆjk � ÆijÆkl one �nds

V = j�j2jH1j2 + j�j2jH2j2 +
g2 + g02

8
(jH1j2 � jH2j2)2 +

1

2
g2jHy

1H2j2: (3.8)

The constructed scalar potential has its minimum at hH0
1 i = hH0

2i = 0 giving hV i = 0
with no electroweak symmetry breaking and no SUSY breaking. After adding the possible

SUSY breaking terms, the scalar potential involving the Higgs bosons becomes

VH = (j�j2 +m2
1)jH1j2 + (j�j2 +m2

2)jH2j2 +

��B�ij(H i
1H

j
2 + h:c:) +

g2 + g02

8
(jH1j2 � jH2j2)2 +

1

2
g2jHy

1H2j2: (3.9)

Clearly, if �B = 0 then all the terms in the potential are positive and the minimum of the

potential occurs with V = 0 and hH0
1 i = hH0

2i = 0. Hence both � and B must be non-zero
in order for the electroweak symmetry to be broken. Once the symmetry is broken, the

neutral components of the Higgs doublets get non-zero vacuum expectation values

hH0
1 i = v1

�
1
0

�
hH0

2 i = v2

�
0

1

�
:

By rede�ning the Higgs �elds, v1 and v2 can always be chosen positive [24]. The symmetry

breaking causes the W and Z gauge bosons to get masses from both Higgs �elds

M2
W =

g2

2
(v21 + v22); M2

Z =
g2 + g02

2
(v21 + v22);

while the photon remains massless.

Before the electroweak symmetry is broken, the two complex SU(2)L Higgs doublets have
eight degrees of freedom. After the breaking three of these are absorbed to give masses to

the W and Z bosons, leaving �ve physical degrees of freedom. Two charged Higgs bosons,

H�, a CP-odd neutral Higgs boson, A, and two CP-even neutral Higgs bosons, h and

H remain in the spectrum. After �xing v21 + v22 such that the W boson gets the correct

mass, the Higgs sector is described at tree-level by two parameters which can be chosen

freely. The usual choice is the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mA and the ratio of

the vacuum expectation values tan� � v2
v1

[25].
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3.2.2 Properties of Higgs particles

The physical Higgs bosons and their masses can be found from the scalar potential VH
(eq. 3.9) by diagonalizing the Higgs mass matrix

m2
ij =

1

2
(
@2VH

@�i@�j
)�=v: (3.10)

This gives relations for Higgs masses

m2
A =

2�B

sin 2�
; (3.11)

m2
H+ = m2

A +m2
W ; (3.12)

and

m2
h;H =

1

2
(m2

A +m2
Z �

q
(m2

A +m2
Z)

2 � 4m2
Zm

2
A cos

2 2�): (3.13)

By convention h0 is chosen to be the lighter of the two CP-even Higgs bosons, mh0 <

mH0. Although these are only tree-level results for the Higgs masses, they give some

interesting predictions. The light CP-even Higgs is always bound to be lighter than Z0,

while the heavy CP-even Higgs is bound to be more massive than the Z-boson. It can also

be seen that at the so-called decoupling limit, when mA >> mZ, the masses of the heavy

CP-even, CP-odd and charged Higgs bosons approach each other. However, the loop

corrections to these predictions are large [29], and the mass bound for h0 raises from mZ

to about 130 GeV (�g. 3.1) depending on many SUSY parameters. Still, one important

fact remains the same: the lightest Higgs boson mass is bound to be very light, just above
the reach of the current accelerators and well within the reach of the LHC. Therefore the

new accelerators will provide a de�nitive test of the MSSM.

Adding up the various decay modes, the width of all �ve Higgs bosons is relatively narrow

compared to the SM case for mH & 200 GeV. For small masses the widths are below a
few GeV, while for masses � 1 TeV they can reach values of the order of few tens of GeV

if tan� is large. Although in SM the Higgs width becomes comparable to its mass in the

TeV range, in MSSM the widths increase only linearly with the Higgs masses [30].

The CP properties of the Higgs bosons [31] can be derived from Yukawa interaction terms

of the Lagrangian. Since �ff transforms as a scalar in Lorentz transformations one can

easily see from the h0 �ff and H0 �ff vertices that h0 and H0 transform as scalars. Similarly

A0 is a pseudoscalar since it transforms like �f5f . This determines the parity of the Higgs

bosons. C-parity can be found similarly using the Yukawa terms and C-parity of a �ff pair,

C �ff = f �f = �ff , which gives all the Higgs bosons positive C-parity. Using the notation

JPC the C and P of the Higgs bosons are 0++
h0

, 0++
H0 and 0�+

A0 . One result from this kind of

CP-properties is that at tree level A0 does not couple to vector boson nor sfermion pairs.

As will be seen later, a vanishing ~t1
�~t1A

0 vertex may have important consequences on the

detectability of the Higgs boson.
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Figure 3.1: CP-even and charged Higgs masses as a function of A0 mass. The h0 mass is

limited below about 130 GeV. The top and stop masses are taken as mt = 170 GeV and

m~t1 = 1 TeV [32].

3.2.3 Couplings

To get the Feynman rules for the interactions of the Higgs bosons one needs to insert the

Higgs �elds into the Lagrangian in terms of physical Higgs bosons. The physical Higgs

�elds can be written as eigenstates of the corresponding Higgs masses, using the Higgs

mass matrix 3.10. The component �elds expressed in terms of the mass eigenstates are

H0
1 = v1 +

1p
2
(h cos��H sin�� iA sin�); (3.14)

H�
1 = �H� sin�; (3.15)

H+
2 = H+ cos �; (3.16)

H0
2 = v2 +

1p
2
(h sin� +H cos�+ iA cos �); (3.17)

where � is the mixing angle between the CP-even Higgs bosons. The strength of the

interaction between quarks and Higgs bosons is determined by trilinear terms of the
Lagrangian (3.4), which read for the �rst generation quarks

L = �ij[��DH1
iQ

c
jD

c � �UH
2
iQ

c
jU

c] + h:c:

= ��D(H0
1Q

c
2D

c �H�
1 Q

c
1D

c)� �U(H
+
2 Q

c
2U

c �H0
2Q

c
1U

c)

��D(H0�
1 Q2D �H��

1 Q1D)� �U(H
+�
2 Q2U �H0�

2 Q1U): (3.18)

This Lagrangian can be simpli�ed by using a 4-component notation

u =

�
Q1

U c

�
; d =

�
Q2

Dc

�
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and it becomes

L = ��D(Qc
2D

c +Q2D)2ReH
0
1 � �D(Q

c
2D

c �Q2D)2iImH
0
1

+�U(Q
c
1U

c +Q1U)2ReH
0
2 + �U(Q

c
1U

c �Q1U)2iImH
0
2

= �2�D( �ddReH0
1 + i �d5dImH

0
1 ) + 2�U(�uuReH

0
2 + i�u5uImH

0
2 ) (3.19)

Once the real and imaginary parts of the Higgs �elds are inserted, one �nds

L = �2�Dv1 �dd� 2�Uv1�uu �2�D[
1p
2
�dd(h cos��H sin�) + i �d5dA sin�]

�2�U [
1p
2
�uu(h sin� +H cos�) + i�u5uA cos �]:(3.20)

Using relations between mW , tan� and v1, v2 one can see immediately from the quark mass

terms that �D = mdg

2
p
2mW cos �

, �U = mug

2
p
2mW sin �

, and similarly for leptons �L = mlg

2
p
2mW cos�

.

The Lagrangian can be extended to all three generations, and e.g for the Higgs couplings

to b-quarks one gets

gH�bb =
gmb sin�

2mW cos �
gA�bb = � igmb tan�

2mW

5:

A usual choice is to write the couplings of the Higgs bosons in terms of the SM Higgs
couplings. The couplings normalized to the SM are given in table 3.2. It is important

to notice that the down-type fermion b and � couplings to the CP-odd Higgs boson are
proportional to tan�, and couplings to the CP-even Higgs bosons are proportional top
1 + tan2�, thus at large tan� also roughly proportional to tan�. This means that in

the MSSM (mA,tan�) parameter space the Higgs couplings to these fermions are enhanced

with large values of tan� but suppressed if tan� is very small. In the decoupling limit,
when mA >> mZ, the normalized light CP-even Higgs couplings become close to unity

and the heavy CP-even Higgs couplings close to the A0 couplings (excluding 5).

� g��uu g��dd g�V V
h cos�= sin� � sin�= cos� sin(� � �)
H sin�= sin� cos�= cos � cos(� � �)

A 5= tan� 5 tan � 0

Table 3.2: Normalized Higgs boson couplings to fermions and gauge bosons [30].

The Higgs boson interactions with the supersymmetric partners of quarks, leptons, gauge
and Higgs bosons are more complicated. After spontaneous breaking of SU(2)�U(1) the
gauginos and higgsinos with the same electric charge can mix. The resulting eigenstates

are called charginos (~��) and neutralinos (~�0). There can also be mixing in the squark
(slepton) sector, so that the squark mass eigenstates (~q1; ~q2) may be mixtures of the chiral

squark eigenstates (~qL; ~qR). The Higgs boson interactions with these particles may become

important already at low energies, if one or more of them are very light.

The procedure to construct ��~q~q vertices is similar to the one described above for the

quarks. These vertices consist of terms which arise due to supersymmetry and terms
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which appear due to the presence of soft SUSY-breaking terms in the theory, so the ��~q~q

couplings depend also on the parameters of the soft SUSY-breaking sector. Analogously

to the ��qq coupling a ��~q~q interaction exists with a strength proportional to gm2
q=mW .

Since it is the quark mass which appears in this expression, the couplings to the �rst and

second generation squarks can be neglected. However, since the top quark is so massive,

couplings to the third generation squarks may be signi�cant. The precise strengths of the

squark couplings and mixings are rather model-dependent [33].

3.3 Bounds for Higgs boson masses

3.3.1 Theoretical mass bounds

As described in section 3.2.2 a tree level analysis of the MSSM Higgs sector predicts the

existence of a CP even Higgs scalar with mass below mZ. This is well within the LEP reach
and a Higgs boson this light would have been detected in the existing experiments long

ago. This contradiction is explained by large radiative corrections in the mass estimation,

which modi�es the expectation signi�cantly.

The radiatively corrected mass of the lightest Higgs boson is no longer determined only

by mA and tan� but will depend on the rest of the parameters of the MSSM as well.
The loop corrections are large compared to the tree level contribution, since unlike the

tree-level mass the corrections depend on large top Yukawa couplings and are enhanced
by a possibly heavy supersymmetric mass scale. These corrections are positive and they

raise the upper limit of the h0 mass to about 130 GeV, the exact value depending on the

SUSY parameters. The e�ect is largest if mixing in the stop sector is large. The upper

bound is shown in �g. 3.2 as a function of the top mass for two di�erent values of tan�,

tan� >> 1 and tan� = 1.

Another crude upper bound of the Higgs masses can be determined from the naturalness

and hierarchy arguments, for which the supersymmetry was introduced in the �rst place.
This gives a limit for the otherwise unbounded heavy Higgs masses mH0, mA and mH�,

since although the Higgs boson masses are a priori free parameters, the solution of the
naturalness and hierarchy problems require that the Higgs masses must be somewhat

below 1 TeV, or the Higgs self couplings become strong. A strong self coupling would
result in large loop corrections, in which case we should not be observing the apparently

successful perturbation theory at low energies [34]. The approximate limit of 1 TeV can

be obtained from the energy scale of the observed electroweak symmetry breaking which is
known experimentally. Same kind of arguments can be used for the mass splittings within

the particle supermultiplets in order to avoid the �ne-tuning and naturalness problems,

and the upper mass limit for the supersymmetric partners of the SM particles is of the
same order O(1 - few TeV) [35].

The same bound which applies to the light CP-even Higgs boson as an upper limit acts

simultaneously as a lower limit for the mass of the heavy CP-even Higgs boson. This

is shown in �g. 3.1. For very low A0 masses H0 becomes Standard Model like and its
mass approaches the limit asymptotically. This makes the mass region around the bound
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Figure 3.2: Upper limits for the lightest

Higgs boson as a function of the top mass

in the MSSM with the scale of supersym-

metry MSUSY = 1 TeV. Solid lines give

the limit for large tan�, dashed ones for
tan� = 1. Short-dashed vertical lines give

the CDF/D0 range for the top mass [36].
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Figure 3.3: The SM Higgs lower bound

and MSSM h0 upper bound divide the

(mt,mh) plane into four di�erent zones.

The region in the lower left is compati-
ble with both SM and MSSM, the upper

right corner with neither [36].

a good place to look for a Higgs boson, since at least one of the Higgs bosons should

always have mass relatively close to the limit. This limit can also be used to distinguish

indirectly between a SM Higgs boson and a MSSM Higgs boson in the decoupling limit, if
only one Standard Model like Higgs boson is found. If a heavy Higgs boson is found, it is

likely to be a SM Higgs boson, whereas a light Higgs boson would leave room for MSSM

as well.

The ability to distinguish between SM and MSSM Higgs bosons can be improved by

studying the SM Higgs mass bounds as well. The mass of the Standard Model Higgs

boson is bounded from below by instability and metastability arguments of the Higgs

potential. These arguments are based on the requirement that the local minimum of the

Higgs potential is a true global minimum. This limits the values of the parameters in

the SM potential and therefore also the Higgs mass. The SM Higgs lower bound and the

MSSM h0 upper bound divide the (mt,mh) plane into four di�erent zones, as shown in

�g. 3.3. The upper left region in the �gure is compatible with the SM and is too heavy

for a MSSM Higgs. Alternatively a Higgs mass in the lower right region would be too

low for a SM Higgs boson, indicating that new physics should appear below the Planck

scale in order to prevent the instability of the present vacuum. The new physics could

well be in a form of MSSM, and the region is compatible with this hypothesis. The two

remaining regions are compatible with both SM and MSSM (lower left corner) or neither
(upper right corner), but with the top mass of mt = 175 GeV it is unlikely that the Higgs

boson is found in either of those regions.

An interesting implication of the theoretical lower bounds on the SM Higgs mass is that
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the discovery of the Higgs boson and the measurement of its mass may provide an upper

bound on the scale of new physics. So if a Standard Model like Higgs boson is found, one

can immediately estimate the scale below which some new physics should be expected

[36]. The stability bounds for the SM Higgs mass is shown for di�erent cut-o� scales in

�gure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Stability bounds for the SM Higgs mass as a function of the top mass and the

cut-o� scale � from � = 103 GeV to 1019 GeV in steps of two orders of magnitude [36].

3.3.2 Bounds from direct searches and from electroweak data

The most direct limits on Higgs masses come from the non-observation of the Higgs boson
so far at high energy colliders and from the precision measurements of the properties

of Z bosons in experiments at LEP. As no signi�cant excess is observed in any of the
Higgs decay channels investigated, the results of the di�erent searches are combined and

interpreted in terms of excluded regions in the MSSM parameter space. A given point of

the parameter space is excluded if the observed con�dence level is at least 95% for that
parameter choice.

The interpretation of the results of the MSSM searches is generally done in the framework

of the constrained MSSM, with the number of free parameters smaller than in the general

MSSM. The constrained model assumes a scalar fermion mass parameterMSUSY , a SU(2)
gaugino mass parameter M2, and a trilinear coupling A. The remaining parameters of

the model are mA, tan �, � and the top mass mt. The rest of the parameters of the model

are either �xed to determine maximal mixing or no mixing in the stop sector. Variations
in these parameters has an e�ect on the excluded regions in the parameter space.
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The lower limits on the Higgs masses and the excluded tan � ranges are shown for the

combined data of LEP experiments in table 3.3 for the LEP benchmark scenarios [75] with

no stop mixing and with maximal mixing (maximal h0 mass). These preliminary results

are based on data collected at energies up to 209 GeV. In representative scans of the

MSSM parameters, the mass limits mh0 > 91.0 GeV and mA0 > 91.9 GeV are obtained.

Additionally, the results for hadronically decaying Higgs bosons allow an exclusion of

MSSM models with suppressed decays of the Higgs bosons to pairs of b-quarks. As for

the SM Higgs searches, an excess of events is seen at mh0 � 115 GeV, but the signi�cance

is only slightly over 2� [37].

Scenario mh0 mA0 tan�

mh0-max 91.0 91.9 0.5 < tan� < 2.4

no mixing 91.5 92.2 0.7 < tan� < 10.5

Table 3.3: Limits on mh0 and mA0 in the mh0-max and no mixing benchmark scenarios

and excluded tan� regions based on all LEP data [37].
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Figure 3.5: Experimentally excluded regions of the MSSM parameter space. Preliminary
results using LEP data

p
s < 109 GeV [37].

Some results of Higgs searches are also available from the Fermilab Tevatron experiments.

The region excluded by the Tevatron run 1 covers the high values of tan � from about mA

= 100 GeV, tan � = 50 to mA = 250 GeV, tan� = 100 [38], a region too high in tan� to
be shown in �gures 3.5.

One can �nd a window of non-observability at mA � 115 GeV where none of the SUSY

Higgs bosons can be seen at LEP2 or at the Tevatron collider. This window also occurs

at the LHC for tan� . 10. Most of the window may be �lled in at the LHC by high
luminosity running and by searches for Higgs decaying into �� , �� or 4 b modes. By

increasing the integrated luminosity the non-observable region can be decreased, but at

the Tevatron most of this domain persists even then [39].

The precise electroweak measurements are sensitive to electroweak radiative corrections
and are used to predict the Higgs mass. In the literature this kind of analysis is mostly
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Figure 3.6: ��2 = �2 � �2min as a function of the Higgs mass. The width of the band

represents an estimate of the theoretical error due to missing higher order corrections.

The dark region is excluded at 95% CL from the direct searches [43].

limited to only the SM Higgs boson. Fits to the measurements incorporate the most accu-

rate theoretical calculations available resulting in reduced theoretical uncertainties. Fits

using di�erent data or di�erent methods are in good agreement. Simultaneous indirect
�ts of the top mass lead to values very close to the measured value of mt. However, the

radiative corrections have weaker dependence on the Higgs mass than on the top mass,

which makes precise indirect predictions more diÆcult and the errors quite large. Despite

of the large errors, the most precise electroweak �ts indicate a possible low Higgs mass

with central value roughly around or below 100 GeV [40, 41, 42].

The low central value of the �ts can be seen in �g. 3.6, where the ��2 curve is shown as

a function of the Higgs mass. The curve is quite sensitive to the value of 1=� as shown in

the �gure with solid and dotted curves. The width of the band shows the theoretical un-

certainty in the SM analysis due to unknown higher-order radiative corrections. Including

this theoretical uncertainty, the 95% con�dence level upper limit on the SM Higgs boson

mass is around 250 GeV [43, 40, 42].

It has been known for a long time that the precision electroweak data are compatible

with SUSY grand-uni�cation. The data do not exclude supersymmetry and they can

be used to predict a most probable value for the MSSM Higgs mass. In fact, in the

decoupling regime, where the superpartners are much more massive than the Z boson,

SUSY contributions are small in the low energy scale and the �ts are of the same general

quality as in the case of the SM. For example if the SM is valid only up to 10 TeV, the

inequalities de�ned by vacuum stability and by the validity of the perturbation theory

become 85 GeV . mH . 480 GeV. If some SUSY particle masses are of the order of mZ,
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the �ts are worse leading to constraints in the SUSY parameter space [40].

3.4 Alternatives to Higgs mechanism

If no elementary Higgs boson is found at the LHC, and the reach of the explorable re-

gion covers the whole (mA,tan�) parameter space, it is possible that nature does not use

Higgs mechanism to break the electroweak symmetry. Since the electroweak symmetry

breaking is responsible for creating the gauge boson masses, a study of their longitudi-

nal components is expected to reveal hints of the origin and dynamics of the symmetry
breakdown.

Very general arguments require that if there is no Higgs boson lighter than 1 TeV, lon-

gitudinally polarized W's and Z's will have strong interactions with one another in this

energy range [44]. A number of models with no elementary scalars have been introduced.

One of them is a technicolor model [45, 46], which predicts a speci�c spectrum of W,Z

resonances, analogous to the pion resonances of QCD. Another example is a strongly

coupled scalar �eld theory, where the scalars are likely to be composite at a scale much
smaller than the scale of the electroweak symmetry breaking [44]. Therefore even if no

trace of Higgs bosons is found in the LHC experiments, the mechanism of the electroweak

symmetry breaking can be investigated to bring us closer to understanding the origin of

particle masses.

Although we do not know for sure that an elementary Higgs boson does indeed exist, it

remains by far the simplest and theoretically most easily treatable realization of the idea

of spontaneous breaking of gauge symmetries [27].
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MSSM Higgs boson production and

decay at the LHC

4.1 Production mechanisms

The most important mechanisms for the neutral MSSM Higgs boson (HSUSY ) production

at the LHC are the gluon gluon fusion and Higgs strahlung o� b-quarks, diagrams shown
in �g. 4.1. In both mechanisms the Higgs boson is produced by fusion of two gluons.

The Higgs production in association with b-quarks, gg ! b�bHSUSY , and decay into ��
are enhanced in MSSM for large values of tan � due to the enhanced bottom quark and

� Yukawa couplings. The Higgs production rate decreases with increasing A0 mass, and
in order to reach a signi�cant production rate a high value of tan� may be required for

a detectable signal. The tan� dependence is even more pronounced in the loop-mediated

production process. Hence for large A0 masses the associated production becomes com-

pletely dominant over the other production channels representing over 90 % of the total
production at mA = 400 GeV. The importance of this production channel is further in-

creased if the associated b-quarks are used in extracting the signal from the background.

If this method is used, the other Higgs production processes, where there are no b-quarks

associated with the Higgs boson, are strongly suppressed.

For small and moderate tan � the loop-mediated gluon fusion has more importance. Since

gluons are massless, Higgs bosons do not couple directly to them, but via loops involving

top and bottom quarks and their supersymmetric partners. Assuming that the squarks

are very massive, of the order MSUSY (1000 GeV), their contribution can be neglected

in the �rst approximation, leaving the top and bottom quark loops most important. At

large tan� the b-quark loops have a dominant role also in the gluon fusion process. Other

production mechanisms, i.e. vector boson fusion and Higgs strahlung o� vector bosons

or t�t pairs have much smaller production rates than the two gluon fusion channels. All

relevant production processes are listed in table 4.1.

In vector boson fusion the Higgs bosons are produced either by fusing a WW or ZZ

pair. The W and Z bosons are emitted from two incoming quarks traveling in opposite

directions. The quarks loose only a fraction of their energy and they are scattered into

31
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Figure 4.1: Typical diagrams contributing to SUSY Higgs production at lowest order.

Process
cross-section (pb)

PYTHIA6

cross-section (pb)

Spira

All included subprocesses 13.14 16.93

f + �f ! Z0 +H0 2:125 � 10�3
f + �f 0 !W +H0 2:896 � 10�3

f + f 0 ! f + f 0 +H0 3:452 � 10�3
f + �f ! f 0 + �f 0 +H0 4:200 � 10�3
f + �f ! Z0 + h0 6:247 � 10�2

f + f 0 ! f + f 0 + h0 9:311 � 10�2
f + �f 0 !W + h0 0.115

f + �f ! f 0 + �f 0 + h0 0.241

g + g ! b +�b+ h0 0.421 0.795

g + g ! h0 1.181 1.451

g + g ! A0 2.548 1.686
g + g ! b +�b+H0 2.653 5.208

g + g ! H0 2.848 2.026

g + g ! b+ �b + A0 2.964 5.765

Table 4.1: MSSM Higgs production processes for mA = 140 GeV, tan � = 14. LO cross-

section times branching ratio intoHSUSY ! �� with
p
s= 14 TeV, produced by PYTHIA6

and HIGLU/PPHTT � HDECAY.

small angles. The quarks form energetic jets in the forward part of the detector and they
can be used to extract the signal events from the background. A powerful background

rejection is indeed necessary because of the low rate of the vector boson fusion events
(table 4.1, processes with quarks in the initial and �nal states) [47].

Although the vector boson fusion is initially expected to play only a minor role in the

SUSY Higgs sector, the additional very energetic jets associated to it may provide a

powerful tool for background suppression. The most promising way to use the vector
boson fusion in MSSM Higgs searches is in a narrow intermediate mass region, where the

production rate is large enough to provide a detectable signal. Although this channel is

useful only in this narrow mass window, its coverage in the (mA,tan�) parameter space
can be quite extensive. This is due to the fact that one of the CP-even Higgs bosons is

likely to be Standard Model like and appears in this mass range. If A0 is very heavy, the

mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson is close to its upper limit mh . 130 GeV, and in
the case of light A0 the heavy CP-even Higgs mass is bound from below by the same value
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mH & 130 GeV. Since the CP-odd Higgs boson does not couple to W nor Z bosons at

tree level, the A0 production by this mechanism is negligible, which allows one to study

the CP-even Higgs bosons separately from A0.

4.2 Cross-sections

The Higgs production cross-sections are plotted for all relevant production processes in �g.

4.2. It is easy to see that at high tan� the production channels involving b-quarks dominate
the other production channels by several orders of magnitude. The Higgs production in

association with top quarks, which has a large rate in the SM Higgs production, is tan�

suppressed in MSSM, and has no importance for the studied HSUSY ! �� channel.

The cross-sections decrease rapidly as a function of the Higgs mass, and at intermediate

and heavy Higgs masses only the two gluon fusion processes remain signi�cant in the

heavy CP-even and CP-odd Higgs boson production. The A0 production rate is of the

same magnitude as the h0 production rate below mA . 130 GeV, and similar to H0

production above the same threshold. However, since mh is limited by the maximum

value of 130 GeV even if mA is large, several production mechanisms may contribute to
the h0 production as discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 4.2: Neutral CP-even Higgs boson production cross-sections at the LHC for the

associated production, gluon fusion, vector boson fusion and vector boson bremsstrahlung

including all known QCD corrections [48]. Note that e.g. for the associated production

gg! b�bHSUSY the higher order corrections are still unknown.
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Theoretical uncertainties in the prediction of the Higgs cross-section originate from two

sources, namely from the dependence of the cross-section on di�erent parametrizations

of the parton densities and from the unknown higher order corrections. An uncertainty

of about 10 % of the cross-section for Higgs masses larger than 100 GeV is derived for a

representative set of parton distributions [48].

The uncertainties of the cross sections due to higher order corrections are large. For

example the corrections to the gluon fusion production, where the Higgs bosons are pro-

duced via triangle loops, are large and positive increasing the production rate of this

channel by almost a factor of two. Hence it is possible that the higher order corrections

to the associated production cross-section �(gg! b�bHSUSY ) are large as well. Therefore,

there remains some potentially large uncertainty in the Higgs production rate until these

corrections are fully known. The cross-sections for the background processes have less

uncertainty as they can be compared with real data, largest uncertainty coming from the

extrapolation to the LHC energies.

In order to keep the production rates at the same level of accuracy, the signal events

are produced using leading order cross-sections for each production process. Throughout

this study the cross-sections for the most important processes of the Higgs boson pro-

duction are determined using programs HIGLU [49], PPHTT [50] and HDECAY [51].

The PYTHIA cross-sections are replaced since they come only as a by-product of the
simulation depending on the number of simulated events, and the cross-sections for the

associated production are found to be systematically lower than expected, by a factor of
two, as shown in table 4.1.

4.3 Decay modes

The branching ratios and the most common decay modes of the MSSM Higgs bosons are

determined by their couplings to fermions and gauge bosons, given in table 3.2. In the
decoupling regime when A0 is very massive, the h0, H0 and A0 couplings to fermions are

either tan� enhanced or suppressed, which can be seen in �g. 4.3. Because of the tan�

enhanced b�bh=H=A Yukawa coupling, the most dominant decay mode at moderate and

large values of tan� is the Higgs decay into b�b pairs. However, at tan� = 10 the Yukawa

coupling to t�t is still quite large. Hence, when Higgs decays into top pairs become kine-
matically possible, a large fraction of Higgs bosons decay into t�t, which in turn decreases

the relative proportion of the b�b decay channel. At larger tan� the decays into t�t are

heavily suppressed and the decays into b�b pairs dominate.

Another tan� enhanced decay channel is the Higgs decay into �� pairs. Unlike the b�b

decay channel, which has an enormous QCD background, the HSUSY ! �� channel is

more promising for Higgs detection, due to more easily controllable backgrounds. The

�� branching ratio is about one tenth of all Higgs decays almost independently of tan�.

The � 's decay hadronically giving � -jets, or leptonically with an electron or a muon in

the �nal state.

Other possible decay channels that are of interest for the Higgs detection [2] are the Higgs

decays into , ZZ or ��. All these channels have small branching ratios, but they give
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Figure 4.3: The branching ratios of Higgs decays depend strongly on the value of tan�.

If some supersymmetric particles are light, they may also change the ratios considerably.

The curves are produced with the program HDECAY [51] for H0 and A0.
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a clean signal in the detector. Especially the branching ratio of the  channel is very

small, since the h (H=A) coupling is mediated only by loops involving electrically

charged fermions, gauge bosons and their supersymmetric partners.

If one or more of the supersymmetric particles are light, the Higgs boson decays into

those particles become kinematically allowed. Consequently the branching ratios into the

Standard Model particles are decreased. This is shown in �gs. 4.3 b) and d), where the

scenario used involves a light supersymmetric top quark (stop) of mass m~t1 = 200 GeV.

The Higgs decay into such a stop pair becomes possible when its mass reaches 400 GeV,

and other branching ratios are decreased accordingly. Because of CP-invariance, only the

CP-even Higgs bosons can couple to two light stop quarks ~t1, while the CP-odd Higgs

couples to ~t1~t2 pair with ~t2 being considerably heavier than ~t1.

The stop quark coupling to Higgs bosons is, like the top Yukawa coupling, tan� suppressed,

and the changes in the branching ratios due to Higgs decays into stop quarks are softer at

large tan�. The other light SUSY particles, neutralinos and charginos, have an e�ect in

the branching ratios, too, which may be even more striking. If the stop quark is light, the

Higgs decays into neutralinos and charginos will become kinematically available, since at

least one neutralino, which is considered to be the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP),

must be lighter than the stop quark. As seen in the �gure 4.3, the partial decay widths

into supersymmetric particles can be very large and even dominant over the SM ones.
In the �gure the neutralino and chargino branching ratios present the summed e�ect of

individual neutralino and chargino contributions to the branching ratios.

4.4 Stop mixing e�ects

In general the left- and right-handed current eigenstates of the scalar top quarks can
mix. This is called stop mixing, and if it occurs, the mass eigenstates ~t1 and ~t2 are

mixtures of the left- and right-handed current eigenstates ~tL and ~tR. Here the left- and

right-handedness do not refer to the spin of the stop quark, which is zero, but to the
handedness of the associated quark. Hence the ~tL is associated with the left-handed

SU(2) doublet top and ~tR with the right-handed SU(2) singlet top.

An important consequence of stop mixing is that one stop quark can become much lighter
than the other squarks and contribute via loops to Higgs production cross-sections, decay

widths and branching ratios. Many supergravity inspired models [52] predict squarks with

masses signi�cantly below 1 TeV, and squark loop contributions to the Higgs-gluon cou-

plings can be of the same order or even larger than the standard quark contributions. The

enhancement of the squark loops is proportional to the mass of the corresponding quark

which makes stop loops most important. Therefore the mixing of the other squarks can

be safely neglected. Only if tan� is very high, mixing in the tan� enhanced sbottom and

stau sectors can signi�cantly contribute to the cross-sections. The current experimental

limit from CDF for the stop quark mass is m~t1 > 120 GeV [53].

The mixing of left- and right-handed squarks can be described by squark mass matrices,

which have non-zero o�-diagonal matrix elements. The mass matrix can be written in the
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current eigenstate basis for stop quarks as�
m2

~tL
mt(At � � cot�)

mt(At � � cot�) m2
~tR

�
(4.1)

and for sbottom quarks as 
m2

~bL
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!
(4.2)
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where Iq3 is the weak isospin and eq is the charge of the stop squark. It is easy to notice

that if At (Ab),� 6=0 the o�-diagonal terms do not vanish (except in the special case At = �

cot� or Ab = � tan�) and the mass eigenstates are mixtures of the left- and right-handed

eigenstates. The eigenvalues of the mass matrices are the observable squark masses, e.g.

for stop squark the mass is
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From eq. 4.3 one can see that mixing produces one light squark ~t1 and one heavy squark
~t2. Because of CP invariance the CP-even Higgs bosons h0 and H0 couple to two ~t1
squarks, and only these Higgses are a�ected by light scalar loops. Since the CP-odd A0

couples to combination ~t1~t2, ~t2 being very massive, the CP-odd Higgs production remains

insensitive to the squark mixing even in the heavy Higgs mass region.

A light stop squark can have di�erent e�ects on the detectability of the Higgs bosons in
H ! �� channel depending on the stop and A0 mass. The e�ect is large if the stop is

very light, i.e. comparable to the top mass, as shown in �gure 4.4. In the low mass region
if the Higgs is lighter than the stop squark, mixing decreases the production rate. For

the mass range m~t1
< mA < 2�m~t1

, mixing instead enhances the production rate. If the

Higgs mass is close to two times the stop mass the cross-section reaches a local maximum,

visible in �gs. 4.4-4.5 as a dip in the ��Br contours, after which the cross-section starts

to decrease rapidly with increasing Higgs mass. The decrease of the cross-section in the
mixing case is faster than the decrease in the corresponding no-mixing case, and as the

Higgs mass increases, the ��Br contours approach to and cross those with no mixing. For

m~t1 = 400 GeV, mixing increases the Higgs production rate up to mA . 850 GeV. The
worst case scenario for Higgs searches and detectability in the �� channel would be a very

light stop with a very massive Higgs boson.

In table 4.2 the cross-section, the branching ratio and ��Br(H/A! ��) for gg! H ! ��

and gg ! A ! �� with large mixing and a light stop are compared with zero mixing

results. The studied values of A0 mass are chosen to fully show both the suppressing and

enhancing e�ects of stop mixing to the HSUSY ! �� channel. In case of m~t1 = 200 GeV

the gg ! H ! �� rate is enhanced by a factor of � 3 at the threshold when Higgs decays
into stop pairs become possible. Above the threshold at the same tan� the rate is reduced
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Figure 4.4: Fixed ��Br contours in the (mA,tan�) parameter space for gg ! H ! �� for

large mixing with m~t1
= 200 GeV (solid curve), with small mixing and allowing SUSY

decays (dotted curve) and for no mixing and no SUSY decays (dashed curve).
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Figure 4.5: The 0.1 pb ��Br contours in the (mA,tan�) parameter space for gg! H ! ��

for large mixing with m~t1 = 150 GeV, 200 GeV, 250 GeV and 400 GeV (solid curves) and

for no mixing and no SUSY decays (dashed curve).
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Table 4.2: Cross-section for gg ! H=A, Br(H=A ! ��) and ��Br for gg ! H=A ! �� with

large mixing and light stop, m~t1
= 200 GeV, and with zero mixing at the threshold to two stops

(mA=400 GeV), above the threshold (mA=500 GeV) and for a very heavy Higgs (mA=800 GeV)

at high tan�.

gg! H ! �� gg! A! ��

� [pb] Br ��Br [fb] � [pb] Br ��Br [fb]
large mixing, m~t1 = 200 GeV
mA=400 GeV, tan� = 25 952.4 0.105 100.0 232.3 0.109 25.3

mA=500 GeV, tan� = 25 95.8 0.084 8.01 78.9 0.091 7.60
mA=800 GeV, tan� = 50 4.41 0.100 0.44 16.8 0.103 1.73

no mixing, m~t1 = 1000 GeV
mA=400 GeV, tan� = 25 287.5 0.113 32.5 232.3 0.113 26.2
mA=500 GeV, tan� = 25 74.7 0.117 8.71 79.1 0.116 9.18

mA=800 GeV, tan� = 50 13.8 0.125 1.73 16.7 0.125 2.09

Table 4.3: ��Br for the associated production with large mixing and light stop, m~t1
= 200

GeV, and with zero mixing at the threshold to two stops (mA=400 GeV), above the threshold

(mA=500 GeV) and for a very heavy Higgs (mA=800 GeV) at high tan�.

gg! bbH, H ! �� gg! bbA, A! ��

� [pb] Br ��Br [fb] � [pb] Br ��Br [fb]
large mixing, m~t1

= 200 GeV

mA=400 GeV, tan� = 25 3.682 0.105 386.6 3.655 0.109 398.4

mA=500 GeV, tan� = 25 1.356 0.084 113.9 1.361 0.091 123.9

mA=800 GeV, tan� = 50 0.546 0.100 54.6 0.546 0.103 54.6
no mixing, m~t1

= 1000 GeV

mA=400 GeV, tan� = 25 3.682 0.113 416.1 3.655 0.113 413.0

mA=500 GeV, tan� = 25 1.356 0.117 158.7 1.361 0.116 157.9
mA=800 GeV, tan� = 50 0.546 0.125 68.3 0.546 0.125 68.3

Table 4.4: Total production rate for the combined H/A ! �� channel in gluon fusion and in

associated production with large mixing and light stop, m~t1
= 200 GeV, and with zero mixing

at the threshold to two stops (mA=400 GeV), above the threshold (mA=500 GeV) and for a

very heavy Higgs (mA=800 GeV) at high tan�.

gg! HSUSY , gg! b�bHSUSY , HSUSY ! �� ��Br[fb]
large mixing, m~t1 = 200 GeV

mA=400 GeV, tan� = 25 910.3

mA=500 GeV, tan� = 25 253.4
mA=800 GeV, tan� = 50 113.0

no mixing, m~t1 = 1000 GeV

mA=400 GeV, tan� = 25 887.8

mA=500 GeV, tan� = 25 334.5

mA=800 GeV, tan� = 50 140.3
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 σ(gg→bbH/bbA)*Br(H/A→ττ) = 1.0 pb

Associated production

Figure 4.6: The 0.1 pb ��Br contours in the (mA,tan�) parameter space for the associated

processes gg! bbH, H ! �� and gg ! bbA, A! �� compared with the 0.1 pb contours

in the gluon fusion process. At tree level the associated Higgs production is not sensitive
to large mixing and light stop squark.

by about ten per cent. At the last point with very heavy mass and high tan�, the rate is
reduced by a factor of � 4. Reductions in the gg ! A! �� rate at the same points are

due to the branching ratios and are between 4 - 20%.

Since the associated production does not have loops in the leading order diagrams, its

cross-section is not a�ected by light SUSY particles, and the SUSY corrections can enter

only through the branching ratios. This can be seen quantitatively in table 4.3, which
shows the ��Br for the associated production with large mixing and light stop and with

zero mixing at the threshold for stops pairs, above the threshold and for a very heavy
Higgs at high tan�. Table 4.4 summarizes the Higgs production by gluon fusion and

in association with b-quarks. Despite of the relatively large e�ect of light stop in the

gg ! H production, the total production is enhanced only by a few per cent, since the
Higgs production is dominated by the associated production, �g. 4.6, and the CP-odd

Higgs production is not a�ected by mixing e�ects. Similarly at large Higgs masses the

production rate is reduced only by 20-25% following the diminishing branching ratio, while
the inclusive gluon fusion plays only a very marginal role in the total Higgs production.

If b-tagging is used to extract the signal events from the background (b-tagging described
in section 5.3.2) one e�ectively cuts away the production channel sensitive to the stop

mixing.

Since the higher order corrections to Higgs production cross-sections are large, one may

ask how they are a�ected if one of the squarks is very light. It has been veri�ed that

the K-factors (de�ned by K = �HO=�LO) do not depend signi�cantly on the squark mass
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which enters the MSSM couplings and LO cross-sections. As seen in �g. 4.7, the K-factors

are almost the same for heavy and light squark scenarios. To a good approximation, the

e�ect of the squark loops in the gluon fusion mechanism is quantitatively determined by

the lowest order cross-section (including squark loop contributions) and multiplied by the

known K-factors [54].
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Figure 4.7: K factors of the cross-sections �(pp ! h=H + X) with and without squark

loops as a function of corresponding Higgs mass for two values of tan �. The common

squark mass is chosen to be 200 GeV [54].
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Monte Carlo simulations
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Figure 5.1: Full GEANT simulation of a HSUSY ! �� ! e� event with CMSIM121.

5.1 Simulation tools

The physics at small scales and high energies can be simulated by so called Monte Carlo

technique. The Monte Carlo technique is a numerical method for obtaining an estimate of

the solution of a speci�ed problem using a sequence of values of a random variable. This
method is used to simulate experimental data. In high energy physics this simulation

is done in two stages, event generation and detector simulation. The event generators

describe the particle reactions and produce the momentum vectors of the generated par-
ticles. There are several event generators available, of which the programs PYTHIA [55]

and JETSET [56] are used in this study.

The output of an event generator is used as input for a detector simulation program.

Since the response of a detector to the passage of the scattered particles involves random
processes such as ionization, multiple Coulomb scattering etc., the transport of particles

42
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through an experimental setup can be e�ectively implemented using the Monte Carlo

technique. Programming packages such as GEANT [57] can be used to describe compli-

cated detector con�gurations, and considerable e�ort is spent by the CMS collaboration

in achieving as complete a modeling of the detector as possible. A GEANT based simu-

lation package CMSIM [58] has been developed to o�er a central facility for Monte Carlo

studies of the CMS detector with di�erent con�gurations. In addition to CMSIM, an

Object-oriented Reconstruction package for CMS Analysis (ORCA) [59] can be used for

�nal detector optimizations, trigger studies and global detector performance evaluation.

Many physical tasks, such as extracting rare Higgs decays from the expected SM back-

ground, require a generation of millions of background events, of which only a handful

will survive after a proper selection. In such cases the detailed detector simulation is too

time consuming to be applied, while one still needs some reasonable estimates for the

detector response [60]. The solution for this problem can be found by parametrizing [61]

the detector response, of which an example is shown in �g. 5.2 and in Appendix B. A fast

way to simulate the response of the CMS detector is provided by a simulation package

CMSJET [60], which does not use the GEANT program. In a complete study both the

detailed and fast simulations are used to complement each other.

5.2 Detailed detector response simulations

For this work detailed detector response simulations have been performed with the CMSIM

package using versions 118 and 121 with three pixel detector layers. The results of these
simulations are either used to con�rm the fast (CMSJET) simulations, or to parametrize

the detector response for the fast simulation studies. The mass reconstruction and mass
resolution are studied by using ORCA for the digitization and hit reconstruction.

The most critical detector subsystems for the studied physics process are the central

tracker and the calorimeter system. High precision tracking is essential for impact pa-

rameter measurements and vertex reconstruction. The missing transverse energy, jet and

mass reconstruction rely heavily on the resolution and hermeticity of the calorimeter

system.

The tracks are reconstructed using a CM-FKF track �nder [62]. The track �nder starts

from the reconstruction of primary vertices, which are used in the Forward Kalman Filter
(FKF) algorithm. At the latest stage the Connection Machine algorithm (CM) is initiated

to reconstruct the rest of the tracks. The track parameters (k � 1=pT , �, cot�, ip) are

calculated for tracks with small enough curvature, rapidity in the tracker acceptance
region and reasonable z coordinate. The minimum selection criteria for a track are pT >

0.7 GeV, �2=ndof of the �t less than 10, at least two pixel hits and at least six hits in the

whole tracker system.

In this study the jets are reconstructed in the calorimeter with a simple cone algorithm
starting from an initiator cell. The initiator cell is chosen by searching for a maximum

pT cell over all cells, and the jet is reconstructed and the cell energies summed in a cone

of �R =
p
��2 +��2 < 0.7 around the initiator cell. The next jet, if there is any, is

found by searching for the next pT maximum cell excluding the cells inside the cone of
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the previous jets and so on. The minimum pT required for the initiator cell is 3 GeV, and

if no cells are found above this threshold, no jets are reconstructed.

5.2.1 Single particle performance of the tracker

The single particle performance of the tracker is studied with detailed detector simulation

using single muons with energies ranging from 1 GeV to 1 TeV in the whole tracker rapidity

region. The resulting momentum and impact parameter resolutions were already shown
in section 2.2.6, �gures 2.9 and 2.10. The resolutions of the track parameters of muons

with pT > 10 GeV are parametrized for fast simulation studies. The parametrizations are

used for smearing the transverse momentum and impact parameter measurements of the

studied particles, which in this case are the electrons and muons. Here I concentrate on

the impact parameter measurement.

The impact parameter in the plane transverse to the beam direction is de�ned as the

minimum distance between the track trajectory and the primary interaction point. The
impact parameter can be used to suppress the background when the leptons belonging

to the signal or background originate from particles with di�erent lifetimes. This is the
case for background from W decays with virtually no impact parameter, as compared to

� decays with c� � 90 �m. The track impact parameter is required to be well above the

detector resolution and the cut is performed in the statistical signi�cance of the impact

parameter measurement. The signi�cance of an impact parameter measurement is de�ned

as the ratio of the measured (reconstructed) track impact parameter value to its estimated

error.

Figure 5.2: Impact parameter distribution and the statistical signi�cance of the simulated

impact parameter measurement with single muons with a zero impact parameter in the

transverse plane. The solid histograms represent results from full simulation with CMSIM

121, the dashed curves are parametrized �ts for fast simulation studies. The point of origin

is smeared only in the z-direction, and at least two pixel hits are required.
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Figure 5.3: Impact parameter and �ip distributions for electrons (dashed) and muons

(solid) from HSUSY ! �� , CMSIM118 results.

The impact parameter resolution is studied using single muons generated with no impact

parameter in the transverse plane. The primary interaction point is smeared � 5.3 cm
along the beam direction in order to have a realistic variation of the pp collision point. The

resulting transverse impact parameter distribution and the statistical signi�cance is shown

in �g. 5.2. The impact parameter distribution has two components, a Gaussian part and

a long non-Gaussian tail due to noise, fake hits, secondary interactions, misassigned hits

for tracks and wrong track reconstruction [63]. This tail fraction has large errors in impact

parameter measurements and gives rise to apparently large impact parameters for tracks

with actually zero impact parameter.

The distributions of the measured impact parameter and the signi�cance of the measure-

ment are shown in �gure 5.3 for reconstructed electron and muon tracks from HSUSY !
�� ! e�. The distributions are simulated using tracker information only. The di�erence

between the electrons and the muons is due to the di�erence in the scattering probability

in the tracker material. Muons, being 200 times more massive than electrons, scatter only

slightly and loose a small fraction of their energy in their interactions with the atoms of

the tracker material. Electrons, on the other hand, loose their energy rapidly, their scat-

tering angle is larger and the curvature of their trajectory will change in the magnetic

�eld as they loose energy. Hence the impact parameter of the electrons is more likely to

have large errors resulting in a larger impact parameter tail fraction. With full electron

reconstruction using both the tracker and ECAL information, the accuracy of the electron

track parameters is expected to be closer to the muon accuracy, but at the time of writing

this thesis no such code was available. The muon track parameters can also be slightly

improved by using the muon station information in the reconstruction procedure.
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The impact parameter resolution of the CMS detector is important also in the b-tagging

method, where the measurement of the impact parameter of a track is used to tag the

particles originating from b-quarks, as their decay length is large enough compared to the

spatial resolution. The b-tagging eÆciency and the role of the impact parameter in it will

be discussed in detail in section 5.2.4.

5.2.2 Missing ET resolution

The missing transverse energy (Emiss
T ) plays a major role in searches for SUSY particles,

but it is important also in the studied Higgs channel. In every signal event there are four

neutrinos coming from the leptonic decays of the two � leptons. The energy carried away

by these neutrinos remains undetected, and the event contains true missing energy. The

backgrounds have missing energy as well, the distributions are shown in �gures C.7 and

C.10. Although the �rst distributions seem to allow an eÆcient background reduction,

due to correlations between the di�erent variables this is not possible. The shapes of

the distributions are altered when cutting other variables and the suppression of the

background is not large enough to compensate the loss of signal events. Moreover, a cut

at low values of missing transverse energy is not reasonable, since the actual amount of

energy missing is only moderate and very close to the resolution of the detector.

The missing energy resolution reconstructed with ORCA is shown in �g. 5.4 for the H !
�� events with mH = 200 GeV as a function of total measured transverse energy, summed
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Figure 5.4: Missing energy resolution (in x-direction) as a function of measured total

transverse energy deposited in the calorimeters in low and high luminosity environment

[64].
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over the calorimeters. The resolution is plotted only for the x-component, and assumed

to be equal for the y-component. The two �tted curves correspond to two di�erent runs

with di�erent instantaneous luminosities. In high luminosity environment the amount of

transverse energy is increased due to the additional energy from the minimum bias events,

which shift the measured �ET into higher energies. It can be seen that the resolution

does not decrease strongly as a function of luminosity, but indirectly as a function of total

measured transverse energy.

The result of �g. 5.4 indicates a relatively modest missing energy resolution. A signi�cant

improvement is expected with a �nal inter-calibration of the ECAL/HCAL system to

correct the nonlinearity of the energy measurement [65].

5.2.3 Mass reconstruction

The Higgs mass reconstruction is diÆcult in the HSUSY ! �� ! e� channel since part

of the energy and momentum is lost by the undetectable neutrinos in the �nal state. As

described in the previous section, the leptonic decays of the tau produce two neutrinos

each, every neutrino carrying momentum which will be noticed as missing energy from

the event. Due to neutrinos, the Higgs mass is impossible to reconstruct precisely, and

one has to �nd other ways to estimate the mass of the Higgs boson.

A successful mass reconstruction requires a precise measurement of the missing transverse

Figure 5.5: Higgs mass reconstructed with ORCA 4 3 2 [59] in gg! b�bH, H ! �� ! e�

events at low luminosity, and at high luminosity with an average of 17.3 minimum bias

events included.
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Figure 5.6: The e�ect of ��(e; �) cut on the mass distribution. By using the cut the

mass peak is improved - with the expense of statistics.

energy. For the reconstruction the neutrinos are assumed to be emitted along the leptons,

which is approximately the case due to large Lorentz boost of the tau lepton and therefore

also of its decay products. The missing transverse energy vector is divided into two

components in the basis determined by the transverse directions of the two leptons, by
projecting the missing energy vector to the lepton momenta. This gives an estimate for

the summed neutrino energies in the transverse plane. Here the two neutrinos coming

from the tau decay are not separated, the estimated neutrino energy is actually a sum of

their energies.

The component of the neutrino energy parallel to the beam pipe can also be estimated

by using the three dimensional directions (momentum vectors) of the emitted leptons.

Since the transverse component of the neutrino energy is known, the parallel component

is found by simple trigonometry as the polar angle of the neutrino is assumed to be the

same as for the lepton. The estimated components of the neutrino energies together with

the measured energy and momentum of the leptons are then used for calculating the

invariant Higgs mass.

If the two leptons are emitted too back to back, which is often the case, the division of the

missing ET vector becomes diÆcult and lots of events are lost in the mass reconstruction

phase. In addition, since the amount of the missing transverse energy carried away by

neutrinos is close to the detector resolution, the measurement errors tend to be large.

The mass reconstruction fails if the errors in measuring the missing ET are so large

that the reconstructed secondaries have unphysical (negative) masses or energies. The

reconstruction may also fail when the neutrinos are not emitted along the leptons. This

results in a signi�cant suppression for background events containing W bosons. The
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Figure 5.7: Higgs mass resolution in the �� channels as a function of mA [66], ��(e; �) <

175Æ.

overall reconstruction eÆciency for signal in the examples of �gure 5.5 is 37% at low
luminosity conditions and 33% at high luminosity, including the e�ect of the ��(e; �)

cut. At high luminosity the deterioration of the mass resolution and the reconstruction

eÆciency, and the tail at high masses are almost entirely due to the decrease in the missing

transverse energy resolution.

The width of the mass peak and the tail fraction depend strongly on a cut imposed
on the angle between the two leptons, ��(e; �), as shown in �g. 5.6. The ��(e; �)

distributions are shown in Appendix C, and the only reason a cut is used in this variable

is to improve the reconstructed mass distribution in order to obtain smaller width and

tail fraction. Figure 5.7 shows a comparison of the mass resolutions as a function of mA

for the e + �, lepton+jet and two jet �nal states in the HSUSY ! �� events evaluated
with fast simulation. The resolution is found to be better in the �nal states with hadronic

jets. The reason for this is a smaller fraction of energy carried away by neutrinos and

harder ET thresholds for the hadronic �nal states. The results from the detailed (ORCA)

simulations are shown for comparison for mH = 200 GeV [66].

5.2.4 b-tagging eÆciency

The b-jets associated with the Higgs bosons are generally very soft (�g. 5.8), which makes

their tagging a demanding task. In a low pT jet the track multiplicity and momenta are

low, and many jets do not have enough signi�cant tracks to be identi�ed as a b-jet.

Fortunately the light quark and gluon jets associated with the Drell-Yan background are
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equally soft or even softer. The other main background, the t�t events, contains genuine b-

quarks, which are more energetic than the ones associated with the signal. This, together

with more central � distribution of the jets, increases the average tagging eÆciency of the

t�t events and decreases the signal to background ratio.

The tagging procedures are kept simple at this point, only later with the real data it is

essential to optimize the eÆciency with neural networks etc. Some conservative estimates

are nevertheless needed. The ability to tag b-jets is based on the long lifetimes of the B-

hadrons, their secondary decay vertices being displaced from the interaction vertex by up

to 1 mm. If these displacements can be identi�ed by either reconstructing the secondary

vertex or by measuring the large impact parameters of tracks belonging to the jet, the jet

is easy to be tagged as a b-jet.

The simplest method to tag b-jets is to count tracks with signi�cant enough impact pa-

rameter inside the cone of the reconstructed jet. The nonzero mistagging rate of light

quark and gluon jets arises from the tails of the impact parameter distributions as de-

scribed in section 5.2.1. Due to multiple scattering and measurement errors some tracks

may have signi�cant impact parameters although they are originated from or close to the

primary vertex.

The signi�cance of a track is de�ned by several track and track quality parameters. The

most important requirements are high enough track pT and �ip, as well as suÆcient number
of hits and pixel hits in the reconstructed track. The track reconstruction quality can be

controlled by choosing tracks with low enough �2=ndof for the �t. The signi�cant tracks

are counted within the jet cone, and if enough such tracks are found, the jet is labelled as

a b-jet. For a reasonable tagging eÆciency it is usually enough to have two such tracks
inside the jet cone.

The tagging eÆciency can be improved by introducing a sign of the impact parameter.

The sign of the impact parameter is de�ned as positive if the vector joining the primary

cmsjet, pythia 6

b-jets (bbH)
b-jets (tt)

q,g-jets (DY)

cmsjet, pythia 6

b-jets (bbH)
b-jets (tt)

q,g-jets (DY)

Figure 5.8: pT and � distributions of the associated jets for the signal and the two main

background channels.
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Jet ET = 20 GeV

CMSIM 118

b-jets

g,q-jets

Figure 5.9: Signed impact parameter signi�cance (�ip) for tracks in b-jets and in light

quark and gluon jets.

vertex and the point of closest approach of the track lies in the same direction as the jet to
which the track belongs, ~ip � ~pjetT > 0. With such a de�nition the tracks originating from

the decays of B hadrons have positive impact parameters, whereas impact parameters
arising from inaccurate reconstruction or tracks not belonging to the jet are equally likely

to have positive or negative sign [67], as shown in �g. 5.9. The use of the signed impact

parameter decreases the mistagging rate relative to the tagging eÆciency and increases

the purity of the sample. To improve the tagging eÆciency of the softest b-jets, only

part of the tracks with negative impact parameter are removed by applying double sided

�ip cuts with harder cuts on the negative side of the distribution. This suppresses the

background while still keeping a number of good tracks originating from genuine b-quarks.

Typical cuts for tracks in 20 GeV jets are pT � 1.2 GeV, �ip � �2:5 or �ip � 2:0, ip �
2 mm, �2=ndof � 5, at least two pixel hits and at least 8 hits in the tracker. The tracks

with impact parameter larger than 2 mm are not accepted in order to remove the K0 and

� contamination.

Since a large part of the b-quarks associated with the signal are extremely soft, as shown

in �g. 5.8, a number of potential b-jets may be lost already in the jet reconstruction

phase. For instance for 20 GeV jets the reconstruction eÆciency is only about 50-60%,

as shown in �g. 5.10. This, however, leaves a signi�cant scope for improvement because

the algorithm used here does not take into account the problems of soft jet reconstruction

like the leakage of energy outside the reconstruction cone. If no jets are reconstructed in

the event, one may still try to use the signi�cant tracks and secondary vertices to identify

the B-hadrons. However, according to some preliminary studies it seems quite diÆcult

to obtain a good secondary vertex �nding eÆciency while keeping the background well

under control (. 1%).
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0.0<
η<1.2

1.4<
η<2.0

Figure 5.10: Number of reconstructed jets over generated jets in QCD di-jet events as

a function of pT of the generated jets. The eÆciency for reconstructing very soft jets is

quite low. As the available energy increases, the number of reconstructed jets can actually
exceed the number of generated jets due to initial and �nal state radiation.

The requirement of jets with a reconstructed secondary vertex could be used as an alter-

native way to tag/select b-jets, or to improve and complement b-jet tagging based on the
track impact parameter. Using the three dimensional position of the secondary vertex a

cut can be made in the transverse distance of the vertex from the beam line to suppress

the tracks originating from the primary vertex. As for the impact parameter distributions,

the distributions of the vertex distance and its signi�cance (value divided by its error) are

signi�cantly di�erent for b-jets and light quark/gluon jets allowing for the suppression

of impurities. Note that the �g. 5.11 shows only the distributions of the reconstructed

secondary vertices, while in most of the light quark and gluon jets no secondary vertex

has been reconstructed.

In vertex tagging the background is not as easily controllable as in the case of impact

parameter tagging, and the eÆciency is quite low if the impurities are to be kept at 1%

level. Better results can be achieved when the vertex tagging procedure is combined with

the impact parameter tagging. This works well for high pT jets. However, in case of soft

jets, it is diÆcult to improve the tagging eÆciency by using combined tagging algorithm

which is why the vertex tagging is not used here in the fast simulation study. The tagging

eÆciency using the combined vertex + impact parameter tagging is shown in the high

luminosity section in table 5.2.

The eta distribution of b-jets associated with the signal is almost at in the acceptance

region up to j�j = 2.4. This increases the importance of the forward part of the detector,

especially when jets associated with the t�t background are very central. As shown in �g.
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Jet ET = 60 GeV

CMSIM 118

b-jets

g,q-jets

Figure 5.11: Distance in terms of � (distance/error) of the reconstructed secondary vertex

from the primary vertex in the transverse plane for b-jets and light quark and gluon jets.

Most background jets do not have any reconstructed secondary vertex.

1.4 ≤ η ≤ 2.0

b-jets

c-jets

g,q-jets

b-jets

g,q-jets

Figure 5.12: Tagging eÆciencies and mistagging rates for b, c and light quark/gluon jets
as a function of jet pT and j�j. Di-jet events with CMSIM118, three pixel layers.

5.12, the tagging eÆciency decreases as a function of � being lowest in the forward region

where fewer layers are available for hits to occur. This can be somewhat but not totally

compensated by taking looser track quality cuts in the forward region.

My main conclusion from the b-tagging studies is that it is possible to achieve a tagging
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eÆciency better than 35% per jet averaged over pT and � for the associated b-jets in b�bH

events while keeping the mistagging rate from Z; � events below or at 1% level. Below

jet pT of 20 GeV both b-tagging and jet reconstruction become very ineÆcient and one

may have to rely on other techniques like B-hadron identi�cation.

5.3 Fast simulations

The fast simulation study is made for instantaneous luminosity of 1033cm�2s�1 in the

starting low luminosity phase of the LHC, and no event pile-up has been simulated. The

e�ect of pile-up is discussed separately in section 5.4. The events are generated with the

PYTHIA Monte Carlo program using CTEQ4L structure functions [68] and assuming a

collision energy of 14 TeV. For the top mass a value of mt = 175 GeV is used according

to CDF and D0 results. No stop mixing is included and the SUSY particles are assumed

to be heavy, of the order of 1000 GeV (MSUSY ), so that their contribution to the cross-

sections and decay widths remain negligible in the studied intermediate mass range 100 -

300 GeV. The CMS detector response is simulated and the jets and the missing transverse
energy are reconstructed with the fast simulation package CMSJET.

With three years of running at low luminosity, the integrated luminosity will reach 3 �
104pb�1. This is estimated to produce of the order of O(105) Higgs events where the

Higgs boson decays into tau leptons, the exact amount depending on the parameters mA

and tan�. The aim here is to study the CMS coverage of the (mA,tan�) parameter space

in the mass region around mA � 100 - 300 GeV at large tan�, which may be diÆcult
to cover by any other channel than the HSUSY ! �� [69], at least for the heavy SUSY

Higgs particles. In this study the � 's are selected to decay leptonically, giving a clean
signal with the expense of the production rate due to the low branching ratios (17.4%

into muon+�'s and 17.8% into electron+�'s [70]). The main backgrounds for this kind of

signal events are well controllable, although some of them remain irreducible, because of

event topologies similar to the signal. The lepton reconstruction eÆciency is assumed to
be 95% for both electrons and muons.

5.3.1 Selection of events

The main backgrounds for the signal h;H;A ! �� ! e� + X are the Drell-Yan (DY)
processes where Z or � decay into �� , the t�t background, where the top quarks decay

into bottom quarks and W-bosons, which in turn decay either directly or via a � lepton

into an electron or muon, and the b�b background with b-quarks decaying semileptonically.
Other backgrounds are pairs of vector bosons WW or WZ decaying into leptonic �nal

states, but their contribution is quite small compared to the other backgrounds. The

most diÆcult background arises from the t�t and Z0 decays, which involve true � leptons

and produce very similar events compared to the signal. No SUSY particle background

is assumed.

The basic event selection is a requirement of two isolated high pT leptons pT > 20 GeV

in the central detector area j�j < 2.5. These cuts reduce eÆciently the backgrounds
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with soft leptons (b�b, c�c,..) and they also guarantee the full trigger eÆciency [17] for the

channel studied here. The leptons are de�ned as isolated when there are no other tracks

with pT > 2 GeV within a cone of 0.3 (�R =
p
��2 +��2) around the lepton. Other

variables which are used to suppress the backgrounds are the impact parameters of the

isolated leptons, and the number of b-jets present in the event. The missing transverse

energy is needed in the mass reconstruction. All these require very precise measurements,

from which it follows that the discovery potential of weak signal channels is very sensitive

to the detector performance.

The number of signal and main background events, the cuts imposed on them and the

e�ect of di�erent cuts are shown in table 5.1. The b�b background can be suppressed

almost completely using lepton pT and isolation cuts, and by requiring one jet with pT >

20 GeV in the event. Since � leptons have long enough lifetime for their decay vertices

to be slightly displaced from the primary vertex, a cut on the lepton impact parameter

signi�cance reduce the t�t background by a large amount as the background leptons come

in most cases directly from W decays. The impact parameter cut for leptons is made

combining the signi�cances of the two impact parameters into one variable �ip = �eip���ip =q
(�eip)

2 + (��ip)
2. The uncertainty of the vertex, from which the impact parameter is

calculated, is estimated to be 15 �m in the transverse plane. As described in section

5.2.3, the ��(e; �) cut is used to improve the reconstructed mass distribution. The

DY background can be further suppressed by requiring one b-jet present in the event,

which is described in more detail in section 5.3.2. The distributions of the variables used
in the extraction of the signal events from the background are shown in Appendix C.

In order to claim discovery, a statistical 5� signi�cance is required, and that value is
used to determine the reach in the (mA,tan�) parameter space. For historical reasons a

conservative de�nition is taken here for the signi�cance Nsignal=
p
Nsignal +Nbackgr, where

N stands for the number of signal and background events.

The statistical precision of the simulations in table 5.1 is better than 4% for the signal, 5%
for the DY background and 9% for the t�t background. For b�b and WW,WZ backgrounds

the statistical errors are large. Systematic errors are mainly coming from the uncertainty
of the energy scale of the hadron calorimeter and the from the uncertainty of the luminosity

measurement. The preliminary estimates are 1 - 2 % for the energy scale and about 5%

for the luminosity uncertainty [65].

Cut Signal Z; � t�t b�b WW ,WZ signif.

All events 26260 2706900 604270 8.69�1010 33406

j�j < 2:5; plT > 20 GeV, isol. 3830 77066 204103 2416 18682

��(e; �) < 175Æ 2844 54702 193111 1818 17359

�eip � �
�
ip > 2:3 1344 22353 13000 1648 638.4

one jet, ET > 20 GeV 360 6068 3237 107.8 70.6

b-tagging 107 244 1855 36.7 1.49
110 GeV < m�� < 160 GeV 66.5 17.9 65.4 0.856 0.0147 5.4

Table 5.1: The number of signal (HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X) and background events at the

5� limit for 3 � 104pb�1 with mA = 140 GeV and tan � = 14.
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The excess events from the signal form a peak in the reconstructed Higgs mass distribution

above the expected SM background, and by selection of the cuts one can increase the signal

to background ratio and make the peak visible. This is diÆcult if the number of signal

events is very low. With low statistics the statistical errors are also increased.

In part of the t�t background either one or both W's decay into electron or muon via �

lepton. Although these events are suppressed by the relative � decay branching ratios,

they form an irreducible background with leptons having true impact parameter. These

events contribute to the remaining background along with other irreducible backgrounds

of Zb�b and �b�b events.

5.3.2 Jets and b-tagging

One of the most powerful methods in extracting the Higgs signal from the background is

b-tagging. B-tagging is needed for a convincing signature as it leads to better signal over

background ratio although the statistical signi�cance is better without b-tagging. The

b-tagging method also allows to measure the cross section for the associated process and
thus to test the production mechanism.

As described in sections 4.2 (Higgs production) and 5.2.4 (b-tagging eÆciency), a large

part, if not most of the Higgs bosons are produced in association with b quarks. These

quarks fragment to jets possibly forming B hadrons in the process. B hadrons have
signi�cant lifetimes, and typically a b-quark jet contains several tracks with large impact

parameters. These tracks can be used to identify the b-jets, typical for signal, from light
quark and gluon jets, which are typical for the Drell Yan background.

Figure 5.13: The visibility of the signal mass peak is greatly enhanced by using the b-

tagging method. Here the point in (mA,tan�) parameter space is chosen slightly above

the 5� limit given in �g. 5.15 for low luminosity.
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In most cases there are no jets in the DY background events. A large fraction of the DY

events can be excluded from the analysis simply be requiring a jet present in the event.

In addition, by requiring a tagged b-jet in the event this background can be suppressed

even further by two orders of magnitude, some events surviving only due to mistagged

light quark and gluon jets. However, one has to remember that these events are simulated

using the PYTHIA qq ! Z; � process in which all the jets are due to the initial and �nal

state evolution. Therefore the jets+DY background may be underestimated, but this has

to be con�rmed with detailed calculation of the cross-sections. In the background process

pp! Z +X, the fraction of events produced in association with b-quarks is only of the

order of � 1 - 2 %.

The jets in the t�t background are harder and more central than the jets associated with

the signal. This makes the jet reconstruction easier and b-tagging more eÆcient, and

the t�t background is suppressed less than the signal in the b-tagging procedure. As

the associated b-jets are soft in the signal events, in most cases one of the two jets is

not reconstructed successfully (see �gure C.4 in appendix C). It is possible to use this

fact to one's advantage to suppress the t�t background by requiring exactly one jet in

the event which is also b-tagged. However, when the jet reconstruction algorithms are

better optimized so that the soft jet reconstruction is considerably more eÆcient, one may

accept also the events with two jets to enhance the number of signal events. This on the
other hand would increase the number of t�t background events compared to the current

situation.

Once the b-tagging method is used and the number of DY background events reduced

by two orders of magnitude below or to the same magnitude as the signal, one can see a

clear peak superimposed on the total background, as shown in �g. 5.13.

5.4 High luminosity option and pile-up

At high luminosities (L > 1033cm�2s�1) several separate events are likely to occur at
the same bunch crossing. These so called minimum bias or pile-up events add a non-

negligible level of background to the response of the detector system. In the tracker
the pile-up events generate a number of hits which can a�ect the track �nding eÆciency

and �t accuracy. In the calorimeters these events add pile-up noise, which will decrease

the calorimeter and missing transverse energy resolution. A good description of the soft
hadronic interactions is therefore necessary to do a realistic study of rare physics processes

in high luminosity environment [17, 71].

The number of pp events per bunch crossing follows the Poisson distribution. Assuming

an instantaneous luminosity of L = 1034cm�2s�1, a total pp inelastic cross-section � = 55

mb and a LHC crossing rate R = 40 MHz, the mean rate of events per crossing is

Nev = �Tot � L=R = 13:75: (5.1)

Since only 79.5% of all bunches are estimated to be full (20.5% being empty) a mean value

of 17.3 events are expected to occur per crossing [72]. So on average 17.3 minimum bias

events must be superimposed on the studied rare events with � � �Tot. These minimum
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bias events can be generated with PYTHIA using second order �S and K-factors, and

including multiple interactions.

The pile-up events a�ect the HSUSY ! �� ! e� channel in several di�erent ways. One

of the e�ects on the background reduction is that in the jet reconstruction the pile-up

energy shifts the jets into higher ET . This additional energy may also a�ect the jet recon-

struction by pushing the energy above the thresholds which trigger the jet reconstruction

algorithms, and an additional fake jet may be reconstructed even if there are no real jets

present. On the other hand a real soft jet, which would have left unreconstructed, may

reach the threshold due to the additional pile-up energy. In order to reduce the pile-up

noise the jet reconstruction cone has to be decreased. The pile-up is also expected to

deteriorate the Higgs mass reconstruction (resolution and eÆciency) due to the deterio-

ration of missing ET measurement as was discussed in section 5.2.3. The lepton isolation

is not expected to change signi�cantly due to pile-up tracks, since only a small fraction of

them are energetic enough to be counted and found in the small cone around the lepton.

In high luminosity environment the increased number of hits in the tracker makes the

track reconstruction more diÆcult. Hit sharing between tracks is increased and track �t

quality decreased. For 20 GeV b-jets in the full rapidity acceptance region the mean value

of the �2=ndof distribution of the �tted b-tracks is shifted on average by 27%. A decrease

in the track quality has important consequences since the b-tagging procedure depends
strongly on the signi�cant tracks. When for example impact parameters are measured

with less accuracy, one may loose signi�cant tracks and thereby not tag the b-jet. The
reconstruction errors can also increase the mistagging probability for background jets. In

addition, when the jet reconstruction cone is decreased in order to avoid pile-up noise,
the b-tagging eÆciency of the softest jets is decreased, if some soft tracks belonging to

the jet are left outside the jet cone. The tracks can however be searched in a larger cone

regardless of the jet reconstruction cone.

The introduction of signed impact parameter and double sided �ip cut o�ers a way to
increase the b-tagging eÆciency in high luminosity environment. Compared to the low

luminosity case the number of symmetrically distributed background tracks is greatly

increased, and a hard cut on the negative side of the impact parameter distribution

suppresses it eÆciently. Some improvement is obtained using double sided �ip cuts. If no
further optimization for the high luminosity is done, the tagging eÆciency for 20 GeV jets

is decreased in the barrel region from 39% down to 26%, as shown in table 5.2. For 60
GeV jets the decrease of the tagging eÆciency is not so signi�cant, a drop of only about

10% is observed.

di-jets 20 GeV 60 GeV

0:0 < � < 1:2 ip ip+v ip ip+v

b-jets low lumin. 0.39 0.36 0.47 0.54

q,g-jets low lumin. 0.010 0.0093 0.011 0.0099

b-jets high lumin. (pile-up) 0.26 0.27 0.43 0.43

q,g-jets high lumin. (pile-up) 0.0092 0.011 0.011 0.011

Table 5.2: Tagging eÆciencies for di-jet events using (signed) impact parameter and

vertex tagging in low and high luminosity environments. The cuts are selected to keep

the impurities at � 1 % level.
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Cut Signal Z; � t�t b�b WW ,WZ signif.

All events 87538 9.04�106 2013000 2.90�1011 186420

j�j < 2:5; plT > 20 GeV, isol. 12495 259367 678523 8051 62100
��(e; �) < 175Æ 9338 182757 643054 5875 57734

�eip � �
�
ip < 2:5 4398 74875 41938 4922 1980

one jet, ET > 30 GeV 1197 18800 15265 200 310

b-tagging 305 606 5993 3.97 6.98

110 GeV < m�� < 160 GeV 123 79.3 160 0.268 0.373 6.5

3 � 104 pb�1 + 105 pb�1 190 97.2 225 1.12 0.388 8.4

Table 5.3: The number of signal (HSUSY ! �� ! e� + X) and background events for

one year at high luminosity (105pb�1) with mA = 140 GeV and tan� = 14. The jet

reconstruction cone is �R = 0.5, max distance from primary vertex z < 5 mm. The last

line gives the number of events and the signi�cance after three years of operation at low

luminosity combined with one year at high luminosity.

Preliminary results using fast CMSJET simulation show that the signi�cance of the signal
improves with 105pb�1 taken in high luminosity conditions compared to the results shown

before for 3 � 104pb�1 with low luminosity conditions. The additional pile-up jets make

the suppression of the background more diÆcult, but the light QCD jets arising from the

pile-up events can be largely excluded by requiring the b-jet candidates to be originated

from the vertex corresponding to the hard process. This vertex in the signal and signal

like events can be reconstructed using the hard isolated leptons or � -jets. However, in
three cases out of four the jets in DY events are not coming from a random point along

the beam axis, but from the primary interaction point, which suggest that they are due
to soft initial and �nal state radiation. When the pile-up energy is added to these soft

mini-jets, the threshold conditions for the jet reconstruction may be met and the mini-jet

is reconstructed as a jet. This kind of pile-up jets cannot be extracted by cutting in the

distance between the jet and lepton vertices. They can be suppressed by decreasing the

jet reconstruction cone to decrease the amount of pile-up noise, and by increasing the jet

(transverse) energy threshold. Although these harder cuts result in a loss of signal events,
they are necessary in order to suppress the DY background.

In order to maximize the signal over background ratio the jet ET cut has to be increased

from 20 GeV to 30 GeV, the reconstruction cone is decreased from 0.7 to 0.5 and any
jets originating further than 5 mm from the primary vertex in the beam (z) direction,

determined by the hard leptons, are excluded. As the b-tagging results are preliminary

and the b-tagging and jet reconstruction are not yet optimized for low energy jets at high
luminosity conditions, the b-tagging eÆciency for the fast simulation study is assumed

to be 90% of the eÆciency obtained at low luminosity conditions. The results are shown

in table 5.3. For mA = 140 GeV the 5� limit is improved from the low luminosity
value tan� = 13.8 to tan� = 12.5. At mA = 300 GeV the situation is di�erent, one

year of operation at high luminosity gives lower reach in tan� than three years of data

collecting at low luminosity. The cuts necessary to suppress the DY background (mainly
b-tagging) suppress the signal more than the t�t background, and the t�t background obtains

a maximum around this mass value making the cut in the reconstructed mass less eÆcient.

At high luminosity this mass region is nevertheless covered by several di�erent channels
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(like H=A ! �� for instance), making the coverage by HSUSY ! �� ! e� channel less

important.

Due to the large number of additional pile-up jets the loop mediated gluon fusion have

some contribution to the Higgs production in the e�+jet �nal state. However, because of

b-tagging these events are strongly suppressed and they represent only a negligible increase

in the signal, giving on average only one additional event after one year of operation at

high luminosity. As in the low luminosity case, the PYTHIA cross-sections and branching

ratios are corrected using HIGLU [49], HDECAY [51] and PPHTT [50] results.

5.5 Explorable regions in the MSSM parameter space

The described studies of the Higgs boson can be summarized in terms of explorable regions

in the MSSM parameter space. The studied HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X channel is promising

in the high tan� region with moderate Higgs mass, since for this particular channel both

the production and decay are mediated with down type fermions and are therefore very

much tan� enhanced. At the moment the values of mA and tan� are still unknown, and

in order to guarantee the discovery of the Higgs boson the whole MSSM parameter space
must be covered by various channels. A certain point in the parameter space is considered

to be covered, if the expected statistical signi�cance of the signal exceeds 5�. Part of this
parameter space is already experimentally excluded.

The limit when the signal is detected with better than 5� statistical signi�cance forms a

contour in the parameter space encircling the region considered to be covered. However,

although the signal may reach the required 5� level, no visible peak is necessarily seen

above the expected background. In addition to a statistical discovery, one would actually
like to see a mass peak showing clearly that a new particle has been detected with a

certain mass, and the e�ect is not likely to vanish with increasing statistics. This is best
achieved by exploiting the associated production channels where the additional b-quarks

can be tagged, and the otherwise irreducible DY background is strongly suppressed.

The 5� discovery contours are plotted in the (mA,tan�) plane for both luminosity options

in �gures 5.15 and 5.16 assuming no stop mixing and no light supersymmetric particles.

The various decay modes complement each other covering di�erent parts of the parameter

space. The LEP results exclude the low tan� and low A0 mass regions. The whole plane
is expected to be covered already at low luminosity with channels where the light Higgs

boson decays into �bb or , complemented by charged Higgs bosons H+ ! �� in �tt events

and heavy neutral Higgs bosons decaying into tau leptons. This would leave no room for

the Higgs boson to escape detection at the LHC in this scenario. Even if the Higgs boson
is �rst discovered in a channel other than HSUSY ! �� , the �� channel is still important

in making the separation between a supersymmetric and SM Higgs boson if only one light

Standard Model like Higgs boson is found.

The coverage of the (mA,tan�) parameter space by HSUSY ! �� channels in leptonic �nal

states can be further increased by accepting events where both � 's decay into same kind

of leptons. This way the number of background and signal events are doubled compared

to the HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X channel, and the signi�cance is improved allowing a reach
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Figure 5.14: The distribution of the reconstructed mass at mA = 200 GeV, tan� = 20 in

ll �nal state.

into lower values of tan�. There is, however, a new non-negligible background component,
which arises from Z; � decays directly into � and e pairs. The impact parameter cut

for leptons, b-tagging and a veto for a second jet are all very eÆcient against this new
background, but still the DY mass peak is increased enormously making the signal mass

peak less pronounced than in the case of e� �nal state. The mass distribution for the

ll �nal state is shown in �g. 5.14. The gain achieved by accepting the ll �nal states is

largest if the Higgs boson is heavy enough so that the mass peak can be easily separated

from the background Z0 peak.

Despite that the MSSM parameter space seem to be well covered in the zero mixing case,

large mixing in the stop squark sector and light supersymmetric particles may considerably

change the detectability of di�erent decay channels. However, as shown in section 4.4,

even in case nature has chosen some SUSY particles to be light, the coverage of the studied

gg ! b�bHSUSY , HSUSY ! �� ! e�=ll channels is not expected to change much due to

the dominance of the associated production channel. Furthermore, by using the b-tagging

procedure the gluon-gluon fusion channel sensitive to the stop mixing has less importance.

In the studied Higgs mass region, where the Higgs boson decays into SUSY particles are

not kinematically allowed and the branching ratios are not a�ected, the di�erent SUSY

scenarios have only a small e�ect on the HSUSY ! �� channel. In the high mass region

the Higgs branching ratio into tau leptons may be reduced by as much as 25%. For other

channels like h ! , the stop mixing scenarios and light stop may become fatal (the

e�ect being described in Appendix D), which would naturally a�ect also the total coverage

of the parameter space. On the other hand light SUSY particles may open new detectable

decay channels for the Higgs boson. Some preliminary studies where these decay channels

are used to complement the searches to SM particles look promising [74].
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Figure 5.15: Signi�cance contours (5�) in the MSSM parameter space for di�erent Higgs

boson decays accessible to CMS after three years of operation at low luminosity [37, 76].
The reach for t�t, t! H+b, H+ ! �� is for mA . 160 GeV [77].

Figure 5.16: Signi�cance contours (5�) for Higgs boson decays for one year of operation

at high luminosity [37, 76] Only part of the possible discovery channels are shown.
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Figure 5.17: Signi�cance contours (5�) in the MSSM parameter space for di�erent Higgs
boson decays accessible to CMS after three years of operation at low luminosity in case

of large stop mixing [37, 76] in the LEP benchmark scenario where h0 mass reaches its

maximum.

Figure 5.18: Signi�cance contours (5�) for Higgs boson decays for one year of operation

at high luminosity [37, 76]. The stop mixing scenario is as in �g. 5.17.
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The coverage of the MSSM parameter space is shown for large mixing case with maximized

h0 mass (one of the LEP benchmark scenarios [75]) in �gures 5.17 and 5.18. In this scenario

the reach of the h!  channel is actually increased as the stop remains relatively heavy

� 750 GeV. With three years at low luminosity a tiny corner around mA � 120 GeV and

tan� � 5 is still left unexplored. The whole parameter space is expected to be covered

with 100 fb�1 of data, taken in high luminosity conditions.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

The most profound question of the origin of mass is expected to be answered at least partly

in the energy scale up to 1 TeV. The CERN Large Hadron Collider designed to operate atp
s = 14 TeV is able to probe for new physics well around this energy scale. Furthermore,

the promising hints of Higgs signatures from both indirect and direct searches at existing

experiments give evidence of a rather low mass Higgs boson. This encourages even more
concentrated searches, which the LHC experiments will join in 2006.

In order to maximize the discovery potential of the CMS detector, various decay channels

of the Higgs boson in di�erent theoretical models are being studied extensively. One of

these models is the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model, MSSM. In MSSM, Higgs

couplings to down type fermions are tan� enhanced, which makes the Higgs production

in association with b quarks and decays into tau-leptons important.

In the HSUSY ! �� channel the selection of electron and muon in the �nal state gives a
clean signal for detecting the Higgs boson. The background is well controllable except for

the cases when there are true tau leptons accompanied by jets in the background. After

three years of operation at low luminosity, it will be possible to collect enough statistics

for a 5� signal in large part of the parameter space. With one year at high luminosity the

coverage is extended to lower values of tan� in spite of the increased pile-up background.

In order to get a visible mass peak, the importance of the b-tagging method in extracting

the signal events from the background is emphasized.

The results achieved for the gg ! b�bHSUSY , HSUSY ! �� ! e� + X channel are quite
robust with respect to various scenarios with di�erent SUSY parameters. A light squark

and large mixing have only a small e�ect on the Higgs production and decay in the studied

Higgs mass region. Therefore the reach of the �� channel in the MSSM parameter space

is not very sensitive to mixing e�ects in the squark sector.

Since di�erent production and decay channels of the Higgs boson both cover di�erent

parts of the parameter space and partly overlap each other, the experimental reach to

discover the Higgs boson is not too sensitive to a single channel used or to the values of

SUSY parameters nature has chosen. The whole parameter space not excluded by LEP

is expected to be largely covered with better than 5� signi�cance with the h ! �bb and

h !  channels together with H+ ! �� in �tt events and H=A ! �� channels already

65
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with 30 fb�1. The light stop may suppress the light Higgs production by gluon fusion,

but in that case it is possible to use the associated production processes which are less

sensitive to the stop mass. The heavy Higgs bosons are expected to be discovered in large

part of the parameter space (mainly high tan�) in various decay channels and �nal states.

If low energy supersymmetry is indeed the physics that stabilizes the electroweak scale,

the supersymmetric Higgs boson will almost certainly be detected at the LHC after few

years of operation.
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Appendix A

The supersymmetric Lagrangian

The supersymmetric Lagrangian can be found from the supersymmetric action

S =

Z
d4x(

Z
d4�LD + (

Z
d2�LF + h:c:)) (A.1)

where LD and LF are general vector and chiral super�elds. In addition to space-time
coordinates, these super�elds are also functions of anti-commuting Grassman variables ��
and �� _� which transform as two component Weyl spinors:

f��; ��g = f��; �� _�g = f�� _�; �� _�g = 0: (A.2)

The �elds of the supermultiplets arise as the coeÆcients in an expansion of the super�elds.

A general expansion of the super�elds �i (�i = H;Q; U;D;E:::) in powers of the Grassman

variables gives

�(x�; �; ��) = �+
p
2� + ��F + i@����

��� � ip
2
��@� �

��� � 1

4
@�@

��������; (A.3)

where � and F are scalar �elds, and  a spinor �eld. The �eld F does not have any kinetic
terms, and it is considered only as an auxiliary �eld.

The D and F terms of the Lagrangian can be constructed of products of chiral super�elds

�i. Using the properties A.2 of the Grassman variables, it is easy to see that any product

of two left chiral super�elds is a left chiral super�eld (its fermionic derivative �D _��i =

(� @
@�� _�

� i���
�
� _�@�)�i = 0). The polynomial function of �elds �i is called a superpoten-

tial W (�i). A product of left- and right-handed super�elds �y
i�i behaves like a vector

super�eld (�y
i�i = (�y

i�i)
y).

In a supersymmetric gauge �eld theory the Lagrangian must be gauge invariant. To

describe a charged massive �eld, such as an electron, one must include both the left- and

right-handed particle and antiparticle components. The sum of left-handed particle and

antiparticle mass terms m(�2
f + �2

�f
) can be written as a product of left-handed �elds

S � �f + i� �f and T � �f � i� �f with U(1) transformation properties S ! S 0 = e�2ig
0Y �S

and T ! T 0 = e2ig
0Y �T . Hence the products ST and SyT y and therefore the mass terms of

the superpotential are gauge invariant under U(1) transformations. The SU(2) invariance

can be shown similarly.
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In order to get the product SyT in the D-term to be gauge invariant, one must introduce

new vector super�elds B and Wa for U(1) and SU(2) transformations. The vector super-

�eld B transforms as B ! B0 = B + i(�� �y), and using this property it is easy to see

that a D-term of the form Sye2g
0Y BT is invariant under these transformations. Requir-

ing also SU(2) invariance, the gauge invariant D-term is �y
ie

2igTaWa+2ig
0Y B�i. The �eld

strengths corresponding vector �eldsW� and B� are de�ned by W� = �D2e�gWD�e
gW and

B� = �D2e�g
0BD�e

g0B, which makes them and their products left-chiral super�elds. The

local gauge invariance is introduced as in the SM by having chiral covariant derivatives

D��i = @��i + igT ij
a Wa�j. Thus the supersymmetric Lagrangian is

L =

Z
d4��y

ie
2igTaWa+2ig

0Y B�i + (

Z
d2�(

1

64
W a�W a

� +
1

64
B�B� +W (�i)) + h:c:); (A.4)

whereW (�i), the superpotential, is a polynomial of left chiral super�elds, and W
a
�, B� are

super�elds for Wa, B �eld strengths. A most general lepton and baryon number conserving

superpotential which is invariant under SU(3)� SU(2)L � U(1)Y transformations is

W = ���ijĤ i
1Ĥ

j
2 + �ij[�LĤ

i
1L̂

cjÊc + �DĤ
i
1Q̂

jD̂c + �UĤ
j
2Q̂

iÛ c]: (A.5)

To �nd the scalar potential for the spontaneous symmetry breaking one has to write down
the scalar terms of the Lagrangian. From D-terms involving Higgs and auxiliary scalar

�elds one gets terms

(D�H
y
i )(D

�Hi) + F �
i Fi + gDa(H

y
i T

a
ijHj) + i

p
2gHy

i T
a�a � i

p
2g � T a��aHi; (A.6)

from the (F-term) �eld strength one gets terms consisting auxiliary D �elds

1

2
D2 +

1

2
D02 � 1

2
DaDa (A.7)

and from the superpotential

���ij(H1
i F

H1

j + FH2

i H2
j ) +

�ij[�L(H
1
i
~LcjF

Ec

+H1
i F

L
j
~Ec + FH1

i
~Lcj

~Ec �H1
i L

c
jE

c) +

�D(H
1
i
~Qc
jF

Dc

+H1
i F

Q
j
~Dc + FH1

i
~Qc
j
~Dc �H1

iQ
c
jD

c) +

�U(H
2
i
~Qc
jF

Uc

+H2
i F

Q
j
~U c + FH2

i
~Qc
j
~U c �H2

iQ
c
jU

c)] + h:c:; (A.8)

so the Lagrangian is

L = (D�H
y
i )(D

�H i) + F �
i Fi + gDa(H

y
i T

a
ijHj) +

p
2igHy

i T
a
ij�

a
j �

p
2ig � iT

a
ij
��ajHj +

1

2
DaDa � ��ij[(H

1
i F

H1

j + FH2

i H2
j ) + h:c:] +

�ij[�L(H
1
i
~LcjF

Ec

+H1
i F

L
j
~Ec + FH1

i
~Lcj

~Ec �H1
i L

c
jE

c) +

�D(H
1
i
~Qc
jF

Dc

+H1
i F

Q
j
~Dc + FH1

i
~Qc
j
~Dc �H1

iQ
c
jD

c) +

�U(H
2
i
~Qc
jF

Uc

+H2
i F

Q
j
~U c + FH2

i
~Qc
j
~U c �H2

iQ
c
jU

c) + h:c:]: (A.9)

The scalar potential terms of this Lagrangian are easily picked up

Lsca = F �
i Fi + gDa(H

y
i T

a
ijHj) +

1

2
DaDa � ��ij[(H

1
i F

H1

j + FH2

i H2
j ) + h:c:]: (A.10)
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Using equations of motion the auxiliary �elds F and D can be expressed as a function of

physical �elds, which reduces the scalar potential part into

Lsca = F �
i Fi � [F �

i Fi + h:c:] +
1

2
DaDa �DaDa = �F �

i Fi �
1

2
DaDa: (A.11)

Thus the scalar potential V is

V = F �
i Fi +

1

2
DaDa: (A.12)

[78, 26]



Appendix B

Parametrization of the single

particle performance of the tracker

Parametrization and smearing provide an approximate but very fast method to simulate

the detector response with Monte Carlo generated particles. This kind of fast simulation
method is a useful tool for quick �rst inspection of properties of a given physics channel

with large statistics. The parametrization and smearing routines have been available [61]
and frequently used, but since the tracker layout has been evolving the parametrizations

have to be updated accordingly. The tracker layout parametrized here is the one described

in section 2.2.1, using the so-called 'all-silicon' [10, 11] layout with three layers of pixel

detectors.

The aim of this parametrization is to study isolated leptons with fast simulation. The

data used for the parametrization is created with CMSIM, version 121, and the tracker

resolution is studied as a function of track pT and � using single muon events. The pT
and � dependence of the resolution is studied in intervals of 7 and 12 points, respectively.

The seven points of pT are chosen approximately logarithmically from 1 GeV to 1 TeV

guaranteeing the correct asymptotic behavior of the �t, while j�j is divided into 12 equally
sized intervals from 0 to 2.4.

The simulated tracker resolution parameters are the resolutions of the transverse and

longitudinal impact parameters of the track, the track pT , azimuthal angle and polar
angle resolutions. An approximation of the impact parameter and angular resolution is

expressed as [79]

�ip;ang = a1 + (a2 �
a3

pT
); (B.1)

and a �rst approximation of the pT resolution is of the form [79, 80]

��pT =pT = b1 � b2pT : (B.2)

For the azimuthal angle a more precise �t is found by decreasing the power of pT from -1

to a fraction which absolute value is slightly less than 1. An example of the �ts is shown in

�gures B.1 and B.2 for the transverse impact parameter and the �pT =pT resolution. The

resolution of an arbitrary point in (pT ,�) parameter space is found by linear interpolation
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Figure B.1: An example of the transverse impact parameter �tted by the least squares method

as a function of track pT for tw o di�erent � regions (central barrel and the edge of the end-cap).
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Figure B.2: The pT resolution �tted as a function track pT for t wo di�erent �-regions.
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(extrapolation) along the � axis using two closest points available in �. The exact values

of the track parameters are smeared by Gaussian taking the Gaussian � equal to the

parametrized resolution.

The tails of the impact parameter are especially important. These tails arise from noise,

fake hits, secondary interactions, misassigned hits for tracks, wrong track reconstruction

etc. resulting in a large measured impact parameter even for tracks with no real impact

parameter. The tails can be parametrized by �tting them to exponential or Gaussian

distributions with large widths. Here the best �ts are achieved when the tails are composed

of two Gaussian distributions with di�erent widths and tail fractions. The tail fractions

describe how many of the randomly picked tracks are found in the tails instead of around

the generated impact parameter (which is zero as the tracks are generated with no impact

parameter). In order to have better �tted tails, the low pT tracks with pT < 10 GeV,

which have the largest uncertainties, are dropped from the �t. This can be done since the

leptons studied with this parametrization are more energetic, pT > 20 GeV.

In the fast simulation study the impact parameter cut uses a variable which combines

the signi�cances of the two lepton impact parameters. Therefore it is important that

the distribution of the impact parameter signi�cance follows as accurately as possible the

distribution of the detailed simulation. A good �t for the impact parameter signi�cance

is achieved, when the parametrized error, which is a constant for a given pT and �, is
smeared to follow the error distribution of the detailed simulation. The signi�cance is then

estimated by dividing the smeared impact parameter by this smeared error. The resulting
�ip distribution has the correct tail fraction and the �t follows closely the �ip distribution

of the detailed simulation. The �tted ip and �ip distributions are shown in section 5.2.1
in �gure 5.2, where they can be compared with the corresponding distributions of the

detailed simulations.



Appendix C

Selection of signal events

The signal events are selected from the background by using kinematical cuts. The cut

variables shown here are lepton transverse momentum (�g. C.1), the angle between two

leptons in the transverse plane �� (�g. C.2), combined impact parameter signi�cance for

the two leptons (�g. C.3), number of jets in the event (�g. C.4) and the reconstructed
mass of the tagged � leptons (�g. C.5). In the �gures the chosen A0 mass and tan�

are 140 GeV and 14, respectively. The b-tagging procedure improves the visibility of the

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e�+X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.1: pT distributions for isolated

leptons in 0.0 < j�j < 2.4. Minimum pT
required is 20 GeV.

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e� +X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.2: The ��(e; �) angle. A cut

of 175Æ is performed only for mass recon-

struction purposes.
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HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e�+X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.3: �ip = �eip � �
�
ip distributions.

A cut of �ip > 2:3 is used.

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e� +X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.4: Number of jets in the event.

Events with exactly one jet are chosen.

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e�+X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.5: The e�ective �� mass distri-

bution, no b-tagging

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e� +X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.6: The e�ective �� mass distri-

bution after b-tagging

mass peak considerably by suppressing the Drell-Yan (DY) background, as shown in �g.

C.6. The missing transverse energy (�g. C.7) enters in the Higgs mass reconstruction as
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HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e�+X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.7: Missing ET distributions, no

cuts.

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e� +X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.8: Calorimeter circularity distri-
butions after �� and jet cuts.

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e�+X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.9: �� distribution after all cuts

(except b-tagging). The mass and jet cuts
alter this distribution so that any �� cut

becomes very ine�ective.

HSUSY ! �� ! e�+X Z; � ! �� ! e�+X

t�t! e� +X t�t! �� ! e�+X

t�t! l� ! e�+X S, S+B

Figure C.10: Missing ET distributions af-

ter ��, jet and mass cuts. The distribu-
tions are altered signi�cantly by these cuts

compared to �g. C.7.
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an important ingredient.

The �gures show the distributions after each cut. In every �gure the �rst distribution

shows the number of signal events per bin, the second the DY background, the third

the t�t ! e� background, the fourth the t�t ! �� ! e� background, and the �fth the

t�t ! l� ! e� background. The b�b background distributions are not shown due to low

statistics after the isolation cut, which takes place early in the selection process. The

WW and WZ background distributions are not shown either since they are strongly

suppressed and contribute only few events if any to the summed total background. The

last distribution shows the reconstructed mass after each cut and how the signal mass

peak is visible over the background.

Some distributions show clearly that a cut will reduce the background while preserving

the signal events. However, correlations between di�erent cuts are possible, and a cut

in one distribution may alter the shape of another. For example the �� and missing

ET distributions are a�ected by mass cut and jet veto. Due to correlations between

di�erent variables the missing transverse energy is not used in this study to suppress

the background, the mass cut alters the distribution so that the background suppression
becomes very diÆcult as the amount of missing energy in the signal events is close to the

detector resolution. Calorimeter circularity was also investigated (�g. C.8), but it was
not found to improve signi�cantly the signal to background ratio. The cuts have been

optimized to take into account all correlations between the di�erent variables. The used

mass windows for di�erent A0 masses are shown in table C.1.

mA (GeV) cut (GeV) mA (GeV) cut (GeV) mA (GeV) cut (GeV)

100 70< m�� <150 140 110< m�� <160 200 140< m�� <240

120 100< m�� <150 170 110< m�� <200 300 220< m�� <360

Table C.1: Mass windows for di�erent mA.
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E�ects of large mixing and light stop

for h!  in MSSM

It has been shown in refs. [81, 82] that the rate for gg ! h !  could be strongly

reduced in case of large stop mixing i.e. if the stop becomes light, m~t1 . 200 GeV.
This is due a t - ~t1 interference leading to a suppression of the top quark contribution in

the loops mediating the Higgs production. More precisely, for large mixing the ~t1 loop
interferes destructively with the top quark and the top and stop loops partly cancel each

other, which leads to a reduction of the gg ! h cross section. The h coupling is also

a�ected, but since the dominant contribution comes now from a W loop, which interferes

destructively with the top loop, a reduction of the top contribution by interfering stop

loops increases the h!  partial width. In this case, however, the e�ect is smaller than

in the gluonic case, since the W loop is the dominant one. In addition to the light stop,
the h !  decay is also a�ected by new loop contributions from H�, ~f and especially

from ��, but their net e�ect on the h !  partial width is small, less than �10% [83].
Thus, as seen in �g. D.1, the partial decay width for h ! gg is reduced and that for

h!  enhanced. However, since the reduction is much stronger than the enhancement,

the rate for gg! h!  is reduced. For mA & 100 GeV at At = 1.5 TeV and m~t1
= 200

GeV the rate is reduced by a factor of �10 compared to the SM (heavy SUSY particles)

case.

The partial decay widths are calculated using a modi�ed version of the HDECAY program

[51]. The gg ! h cross section is calculated using the HIGLU package [51]. The next-
to-leading order corrections (NLO) are included. Since the SUSY loop e�ects are not

included in the calculation of the cross sections in HIGLU the cross section is corrected

with the partial decay widths for h! gg obtained from HDECAY:

� �Br = �(gg! h) � Br(h! gg)susymix

Br(h! gg)nosusynomix

�mix;susy
TOT

�nomix;nosusy
TOT

�Br(h! )mix;susy; (D.1)

where nomix; nosusy refers to the branching ratio and total width calculated assuming no

mixing and no SUSY loops and mix; susy to the same variables with mixing and SUSY

loops. The result is then multiplied with the BR(h! ) branching ratio calculated with

mixing and SUSY loops.

Figure D.2 shows the expected experimental sensitivity for the SM Higgs in the inclusive

83
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H !  channel in CMS as a function of mH for 105pb�1 [7, 84, 85]. The result is based on

a full simulation of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter and  mass reconstruction with

conversion recovery. NLO cross sections are used for the signal and for the backgrounds.

In the mass range of the light MSSM Higgs, mh . 130 GeV (mh . 113 GeV for zero

mixing), the cross section times branching ratio required for a 5� signi�cance is more

than 30 fb (more than 40 fb for zero mixing). Higher cross sections are needed at lower

mass values due to the increasing backgrounds.

Figure D.3 shows the � � BR contours for gg ! h !  as a function of mA and tan�

assuming no mixing, ~At = 0, M2 = 250 GeV and a heavy stop, m~t1 = 1 TeV. The isomass

contours for mh calculated with HDECAY are also shown in the �gure. The contour for

40 fb - corresponding roughly to the experimental sensitivity - is at mA � 250 GeV for

tan� &5. The result is in relatively good agreement with that obtained from PYTHIA

with a two-loop calculation for Higgs masses and couplings [55, 86].

Figures D.4 and D.5 show the ��BR contours for gg! h!  as a function of mA and

tan� assuming large mixing, ~At = 1400 GeV, and a light stop. The SUSY parameters �

and M2 are taken to be � = -250 and M2 = 250 GeV. Results of �g. D.4 are calculated
with m~t1

= 300 TeV. In this case the upper limit of mh reaches � 120 GeV. The contour

for 40 fb�1 is moved to mA � 300 GeV from the mA � 250 GeV in the no-mixing case.
The accessible space is slightly extended to smaller tan � values due to the enhancement

of mh. Figure 5 shows the results for m~t1 = 200 GeV. In this case the rate is drastically

reduced and no discovery would be possible in the MSSM parameter space for mA < 500

GeV with the gg ! h! .

The gluon fusion process, discussed above, represents about 70% of the total production
cross section in the mass range discussed here. However, the production of light Higgs in

association with tt andW (about 6% of the total rate) is specially interesting as it leads to
much better signal/background ratios due to the possibility of reducing the backgrounds

by detecting a hard isolated lepton from the W decay. In addition, the lepton track can
be used as an indication of the primary vertex which then removes the diÆculty of vertex

determination present in the inclusive h !  search in the high luminosity running

conditions. However the event rate is small, limiting this channel to the highest LHC

luminosities. The SUSY corrections discussed above for gg ! h in the lowest order do

not a�ect these associated production channels which are tree level diagrams. In fact the

event rate is expected to be somewhat enhanced for large mixing and light stop due to

the enhancement of the h!  branching ratio.

Figure D.6 shows the ��BR contours for the associated production t�th, h !  as a

function of mA and tan� assuming large mixing ~At = 1.4 TeV, and light stop, m~t1 =

200 TeV. The associated production modes for h !  in CMS are studied in ref. [87].

The cross section times branching ratio required for a 5� signi�cance with 100 fb�1 was

found to be about 0.6 fb roughly constant over the whole expected mass range. The
expected discovery range was found to be for mA & 250 GeV for tan � & 4 and for mA &
200 GeV for tan� . 4. The t�th process shown in D.6 corresponds to about 30% of

the sum the Wh and t�th production channels. Therefore the contour of 0.6 fb of total

associated rate lies between the contours of 0.1 fb and 0.3 fb at mA � 150 GeV. For the

calculation of the �nal expected reach in this channel a more detailed estimation of both

the experimental sensitivity and the total cross section is needed both for the signal and
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the various background channels in the ` �nal state.

Without mixing and for a heavy stop squark, m~t1
� 1000 GeV, the discovery reach is

for mA & 250 GeV with 100 fb�1 in the high tan� region, tan � > 5. The expected

5� discovery reach in the (mA,tan�) plane is reduced considerably for gg ! h ! 

assuming large mixing and light stop (m~t1 � 300 GeV). For m~t1 � 200 GeV no discovery

would be possible through the gluon fusion channel, leaving the associated production

channels to be the only alternatives to discover the Higgs boson in the  �nal state [73].

Another mixing scenario [75] has been suggested for one of the LEP benchmark scenarios.

In this scenario the SUSY parameters are chosen so that the light Higgs mass is maximized

for a given tan�. The values of � and M2 are chosen close to their experimental lower

bounds M2 = �� = 200 GeV. Although the mixing in the stop sector is large, the actual

value of the lightest stop mass remain relatively high � 750 GeV. The constant ��Br
curves for the h!  channel in this scenario are shown in �g. D.7. The LEP limits of

�gures 5.17 and 5.18 are obtained for this scenario.

h→γγ

h→gg

Figure D.1: Since the cross section gg ! h is directly proportional to the gluonic decay

width �(h ! gg), the di�erence between the two mixing scenarios can be demonstrated

via changes in branching ratios. If the mixing is large and the stop is light, the reduction

of the cross section is too large to be compensated by increasing h!  branching ratio.
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Figure D.2: Cross section times branching ratio for 100 fb�1 to give a 5� signi�cance for
h!  in CMS assuming NLO cross sections for h!  and for the backgrounds [84].

Figure D.3: Contours of �xed sigma times branching ratio for gg ! h!  as a function

of mA and tan � assuming no mixing, ~At = 0, M2 = 250 GeV and a heavy stop, m~t1 =

1 TeV. The NLO cross sections are used. The isomass contours for mh are also shown in

the �gure.
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Figure D.4: Contours of �xed sigma times branching ratio for gg ! h!  as a function

of mA and tan � assuming large mixing, ~At = 1400 GeV, M2 = 250 GeV and a light stop,
m~t1

= 300 GeV. The NLO cross sections are used. The isomass contours for mh are also

shown in the �gure.

Figure D.5: Same as in �g. 3 but for m~t1 = 200 GeV.
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Figure D.6: Contours of �xed sigma times branching ratio for associated production t�th,

h !  as a function of mA and tan � assuming large mixing ~At = 1.4 TeV, and light

stop, m~t1 = 200 TeV. The LO cross sections are used. The isomass contours for mh are
also shown in the �gure.

Figure D.7: Contours of �xed sigma times branching ratio for h !  in the LEP

benchmark scenario [75], which maximizes the h0 mass. With these parameters the stop

squark is relatively heavy and the Higgs detection via  channel is possible.


